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Welcome home! I hope everyone
had an enjoyable summer break! I
want to take this time to welcome
the newest members of our community, the Class of 2009. In time,
you will also refer to Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University as home.
Now that I am a senior, I can
reflect over my last three years
and the new heights to which the
campus has grown. I have seen the
campus change in so many ways for
the better, and I see great expansion
taking place in the future.
The first day of kindergarten
is very much like the first day of
college. You donʼt know anyone
in your class or what to expect. It
represents a new chapter in your life
that is the start of an exciting and
exuberant journey. Many of you
are thousands of miles away from
home, and living on your own for
the first time, but take a deep breath
because there are 1,200 other freshmen standing in your shoes.
Our university is diverse and
special in itʼs own way. The students who attend have chosen to
be the leaders of our generation by
pursuing their dreams and goals at
an early start. They are dedicated,
driven and focused; these qualities
are what make an ERAU student a
leader in the aviation and aerospace
aspect of education. The student
who graduates from Embry-Riddle
not only leaves with a first class
education but with character, morals
and excellent preparation for their
professional career.
You will soon notice on our
campus that when an MD-80 takes
off out of Daytona at 11:06 a.m
our campus will come to a brief
halt as everyone turns and gazes
toward the sky. People who are
not familiar with our culture might
think our students have a large case
of ADD, but little do they know itʼs
just our strong passion for aviation
that captivates us.
Coming to college is a huge step
that forces each of us to step out of
our comfort zone. But remember,
everyoneʼs stepping outside their
comfort zone. You are going to
meet people who you know nothing
about which is scary at first, but this
is time for you to take that chance
and remember our uniqueness and
diversity is what allows us to grow.
As you walk around campus

A brief introduction to
your student government
Sara McCook
SGA President

As you get acquainted with
Embry-Riddle, a majority of you
will probably spend a large amount
of time in the building we like to
call the UC (University Center). This
is where most of the students spend
their time between classes socializing
with friends, grabbing a bite to eat or
frantically trying to finish the last of
their homework before class. Outside
those activities, the UC is home to
the Student Government Association
(SGA). The SGA is the governing
body for the students on campus
and serves as the liaison between the
students and the administration. The
SGA has been a leading force behind
many of the changes that have happened within the Embry-Riddle community.
SGA has a lot to offer from faxing, copying and computers for the
students to use to free coffee. But
one of our most important programs
is SafeRide. SafeRide is designed so
the students can receive a free ride
home if they are too intoxicated to
drive, or in an unsafe location. Take
advantage of the SafeRide program
and use it your advantage. If you
need a SafeRide card be sure to come
by the SGA office and sign up.
The Executive Board of the SGA
is comprised of Vice President Brian
Gambino, Treasurer Ryan Rossi,
Chief Justice Andrew Leech and
myself, President Sara McCook. We
have been working diligently since
we took office in April to make this
upcoming year one of great advancement and enjoyment. We believe the
most important thing for students
is to have their voices heard and
recognized. Over the past few years
that voice has grown stronger but in
order to keep the University going in
the right direction we believe the students need to maintain their ground.
Strengthening the student voice was
our vision during our campaign
and will continue to stay our vision
throughout our term.
Two new positions added to the
SGA Executive Board are the Director
of External Affairs and the Director
of Internal Affairs. The Director of
External Affairs is responsible for the
maintenance and updates pertaining
to the SGA website. The Director
of Internal Affairs is responsible for
delivering information about the SGA
to the student body through newsletters and updates. Mike Vacirca and
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TIFFANY FINE, A REPRESENTATIVE from the College of Aviation,
speaks during an SRB meeting last fall.
Mary Cloutier respectively will fill
those positions
There are different aspects of the
SGA between the branches and the
divisions. They each play a vital
role in the progressive movement of
the SGA and while working together
achieve a great deal.
BRANCHES OF THE SGA
The Student Representative Board
consists of the SGA Vice President
and 21 student representatives from
all areas of student life and academia. The student representatives
are responsible for addressing student issues as well as representing
their respective degree programs to
enhance student life.
The Student Finance Board (SFB)
is the financial decision making
body of the SGA. It consists of six
members and the SGA Treasurer.
The SFB approves the SGA budgets
each semester, all requests for funds
from clubs and organizations as well
as budget requests for the three SGA
divisions.
The Student Court presides over
cases dealing with many different
aspects of student life, from parking
and traffic tickets to University Code
violations. Appeals are heard by the
Court, which consists of the Chief
Justice and sevenAssociate Justices
DIVISIONS OF THE SGA
The Avion newspaper is an award
winning publication run by students
for students. The newspaper is dis-

tributed weekly during the fall and
spring semesters and bi-weekly during the summer. The Avion is written
and produced by a staff composed
entirely of student volunteers. In
addition, a former SGA division, the
Phoenix yearbook, has risen from the
ashes and become part of The Avion.
Touch-N-Go Productions organizes and sponsors special entertainment
and educational events for the entire
Embry-Riddle community. This
division of the SGA plans concerts,
movies, comedians, musical groups,
lectures and cultural programs.
Eagles FM is the campus radio
station. After six years of hard work
and dedication they were granted FM
privileges from the FCC and now can
broadcast not only on campus but
also to the greater Daytona Beach
area.
Task Force One (TFO) is the freshman advisory council and a great
way for you to get involved with the
SGA. TFO organizes events and programs designed to get new students
involved in campus life. Reporting
directly to the SGA President, members are introduced to the SGA and
exposed to various leadership opportunities across campus.
If you have any questions feel free
to stop by the SGA office where we
would be more then happy to answer
them. This is your school and the
SGA wants to make sure you have
the best experience possible! We
welcome you to a new year!

trying to get acquainted to the
buildings you will realize that our
school is much like a small community. Our campus is composed of
dedicated faculty and staff who have
devoted countless hours towards our
education. Take advantage of their
expertise of the industry because it
is by far the greatest resource you
have as an undergraduate.
College is what you make of
it. You can choose to sit in your
room and let it pass you by or you
can be proactive and get involved.
Involvement is the key to your
success. There are over 125 clubs
and organizations of interest that
range from intramurals, Greek
life, philanthropic, cultural and
diversity awareness. This is a
great opportunity to expand your
horizons and grow as an individual
outside academics.
Speaking of academics, which
is the key reason we chose ERAU,
do not slack off during your first
semester or first year because you
will end up spending the rest of
your college career playing catch
up. Spend the first year truly finding your passion and pursuing your
goals. Make connections early while
building relationships that are strong
and remember to stay focused. This
university prides itself on maintaining its stance as the best in preparing
its students for the future in the aviation and aerospace fields.
One of the biggest events on
campus is Homecoming which
brings out the spirit and pride in this
University. From the parade to the
air show, to the basketball teamʼs
success on the court, you will notice
how our community sticks together
and the pride the alumni possess
in their alma mater of the blue
and the gold.
Although, we do not have a
football team or a 90,000-seat stadium, we do have athletic programs
that are the best in the nation in
the NAIA. Each team succeeds
in their respective sport, bringing
home regional titles and performing competitively at the national
level. In this upcoming year, we
are fortunate to host the NAIA
soccer championship at our newly
renovated soccer complex. In addition to the newly formed track and
field team, a new track complex is
being constructed which illustrates
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the Universityʼs commitment to our
fine athletic program.
Outside the athletic facilities, our
university is undergoing numerous physical changes on the main
campus. A new 20,000 square foot
fitness facility will soon start construction in the center of campus
along with a 200-bed dorm near
McKay. You are fortunate enough to
witness this growth and change our
university is taking for the better.
As you meet new people such as
upperclassmen, you may hear negative comments made about ERAU.
It is up to you whether or not you
listen. This is your school too, and
itʼs what you make of it. A term
that is thrown around negatively
is “Riddle Runaround.” Think of
it this way: as you venture from
building to building, you are sure to
burn off those extra calories while
battling another negative term, the
infamous “freshman 15.”
As SGA president, I serve as the
liaison between the student body
and administration. My goal is to
make Embry-Riddle a better place

through the opinions and experiences of administration, professors,
faculty and students.
I will admit, three years ago, I
was sitting where yaʼll sit today
and did not know what to expect. I
sure as heck never thought I would
be SGA president, but now I know
anything is possible and you can
achieve your goals and aspirations
if you put your mind and heart to it.
Do not be afraid to venture out to
unknown areas and allow yourself
to be vulnerable to new things. This
will not only make you stronger as
a person, but as a future leader. Do
not let these years go by without
making a memory outside the classroom, but beware of the decisions
you make. Take this journey with
slow strides, it will go by fast but
the memories will last forever.
I want to leave you with one last
sprinkle of advice for your first
week of college: wear flip-flops
in the shower.
Best regards,
Sara McCook, SGA President
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Sunday, August 28
When: 6 p.m.
Where: ICI Center/Soccer Field Stadium
What: Bands, BBQs, and Ballgames VIII! Enjoy FREE BBQ, LIVE BAND,
and giveaways from 6-7 p.m. prior to the Women’s Soccer openinggame.
This is your first chance to sign up for the FLOCK, meet ERAU’s
fraternity & sorority life community, and get your free “SOAR”
bracelet. STANDING ROOM ONLY!

Wednesday, August 24
When: 3:30 p.m.
Where: ICI Center
What: New Student Convocation and
EagleFest. Convocation is
our traditional ceremony welcoming
you to Embry-Riddle! Immediately
following Convocation is EagleFest,
our welcome festival with FREE food,
prizes, games, and a live Beatles band
- The Return!

Thursday, August 25
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Student Center
BILL CAMPBELL/AVION
What: “Passion, Persistence, &
The Price is Right!” Also featuring
“The Ultimate Road Trip.” Two phenomenal, high-engery
motivational programs designed to inspire students to succeed in
college! Come hear an amazing true story of how passion, persistence,
and a game show will change your life!

Monday, August 29
When: 8 p.m.
Where: ICI Center
What: Hypnotist Tom DeLuca. The MOST anticipated event of the year!
You won’t want to miss it!

Student Activities’ plans

People to see
Friday, August 26
When: 8 p.m.
Where: ERAU Pool
What: Luau and
Pool Party!
Experience the warm
aloha spirit here
at Embry-Riddle
and let the Drums of
Polynesia take you
on an imaginary jour
ney through the
South Pacific!
Following this
magnificent perfor
mance, compete in
the high-dive BellyFlop Contest! You
don’t want to miss
our annual Luau!
Aloha!
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Ossie Benitah
Student Activities Director

Saturday, August 27
When: 8 p.m.
Where: Stud. Center
What: Illusionist
Craig Karges! It’s
not just a
performance, it’s an
experience! An
extreme mindblowing show where
tables float, minds
BILL CAMPBELL/AVION
are read, metal
bends and your imagination is challenged. Be sure to check it out
because you probably won’t believe your eyes!

The Department of Student
Activities welcomes all new and
continuing students to EmbryRiddle. We encourage you to take
advantage of all the opportunities that
are available to you.
Student organizations are an ideal
way to get involved outside of the
classroom, and to meet people that
share a common interest or hobby.
There are currently over 150 student
organizations representing a variety of
interests. Our staff can assist you in
joining an organization or starting
a new club.

Advertisement

A great way to learn about
student
organizations
is
by
attending the Activities Fair. Student
organizations will have representatives on hand to talk to prospective
members and to promote themselves.
This yearʼs Activities Fair will
be held on Wednesday, September
14 along the Heritage Walkway
from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
We encourage all Embry-Riddle
students to attend. The Department
of Student Activities sponsors a
variety of events throughout the year
beginning at Orientation.
Mark your calendars early for
the big event of the year October
26 through 29 is “HOMECOMING
2005: ONCE UPON A TIME.”

ERAU will celebrate with a Student
Talent Show, Homecoming Parade,
Tailgate Party before the Homecoming
Basketball Game, Crowning of the
Homecoming King and Queen,
and the BIG event of the week is
our Homecoming Comedy Show
featuring Jay Mohr!
As you can see, there are plenty of
opportunities for you to get involved,
but keep in mind that it is important
to balance your class work with other
activities. Your education continues
once you leave the classroom, so make
the most of your time while here.
We invite you to stop by our office
in the Student Center or call us at
(386) 226-6039 to find out how you
can get involved!
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Flight department making changes for the better
New flight
blocks make
flying easier
on students
Frank Ayers
Flight Dept. Chair
Over the summer the ERAU
Flight Department has worked
hard to develop more efficient
and student friendly flight operations. This semester, students will
be offered one of 45 flight blocks,
each associated with a specific
flight course. These blocks, just
like classes, allow the student to
plan their week more efficiently
and accomplish an oral, flight,
or FTD three times a week.
The blocks are offered Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday or
Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.
They replace the old seven-day
a week flight block. Sunday
is now an optional day for additional training. Students who prefer not to fly on Saturday, should
schedule a Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday block.
One of the biggest benefits of
this system is the student will

know the time their scheduled
activity starts all semester long.
Additionally, they will know
their specific schedule two days
in advance. Previously, a student
flying at 0600 on Tuesday morning might find out at 1730 on
Monday evening. Now that student will have been scheduled on
Saturday at 1730 and will have all
day Monday to fix any problems
that arise. Open holes in the schedule and Sunday flying will all
be available for individual
scheduling as well.
In addition to the new flight
blocks, some other changes have
been implemented. A new discount
program has been established
to encourage students to fly
during lower activity periods such
as Thanksgiving, the early part
of Christmas vacation, and Spring
Break. A new parking plan and
aircraft launch cycle has been
established that allows for a
smoother flow of operations
during the day and less delays.
We will be celebrating student achievements such as first
solo, all new ratings and are looking for ways to make flying at
ERAU more fun!
Scholarships!!! The College
of Aviation will be awarding 20
$1,000 scholarships this year for
juniors and seniors enrolled in the
Canadair Regional Jet (FA 420)

course. See Dr Cass Howell, chair
of the Aeronautical Science department, for details. Additionally, our
partners at Aeronautical Science
are offering a scholarship for the
“Flight Student of the Year” as
well as the Aeronautical Science
Outstanding Graduate.
Chief Pilot Ivan Grau and
his assistant, Ken Byrnes, look
forward to helping all students
complete their courses in a timely
manner. Mrs. Becky Schulz (who
is located in the Chief Pilotʼs
office) has graciously agreed to
become a student advocate and
will be available to handle student
and parent questions and problems. While the training managers and flight instructors should
be able to handle most issues,
Becky is available if they can
not and will ensure that student
questions are answered quickly
and accurately.
All of these changes are
designed to ensure better customer
service and more efficient operations. As the new department chair,
I would ask that all our returning students stop by the flight
offices and say hello, and for all
our new students, welcome. We
look forward to getting to know
all of you and to have a great
year flying with the Embry-Riddle
Flight Department, “Where the
Eagles Fly.”

Alumni working
Use your Eagle Card off-campus too
for today’s students Eagle Dollars
The AlumniStudent
connection is
active all year
Jennifer Hinebaugh
Alumni Relations Director
The mission of the AlumniStudent Connection is to create
positive relationships with the
students throughout their four-year
college experience, thereby creating positive affinity in the alumni
of the future. Our goal is to reach
out to our students to show them
that the Alumni Relations Office
is truly interested and that we care
about them while they are at the
University.
Watch out for us on campus. We
display our banner at all events
and activities that we are involved
with or sponsor. We care about you
as students NOW!
Some activities this year included photographs with the Wright
Flyer and laundry bags for freshman. Other activities include an
etiquette dinner for sophomores,
networking reception for juniors
and welcome reception at Daytona

USA for graduating seniors.
During homecoming weekend, we
will be participating in the float
parade and sponsoring popcorn
during the Touch-N-Go movie on
the west lawn.
Letʼs stay connected … check
out the event calendar below!
2005 - 2006 EVENTS
Orientation Photos and
Laundry Bags
TODAY 8:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.,
and during EagleFest
Popcorn at the Touch-N-Go
Homecomming Movie
Oct. 26 at 8:30 p.m.
Junior Advisory Council
Networking Social with
Career Services
Oct. 27 from 2:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Sophomore Advisory Council
Etiquette Dinner with
ERAU Student Services
Nov. 11 at 7 p.m.
Senior Class Council
Welcome Reception at
Daytona USA
Dec. 8 from 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Senior Class Council
Welcome Reception at
Daytona USA
May 4, 2006

now accepted
at local shops
and eateries

cannot be used to purchase alcohol
or tobacco products.
Because the EC is linked to
the studentʼs account, it is
imperative that each student
maintains possession of his
or her eagle card. It is fraudulent
for someone to use an EC that

is not his or hers. For this
reason, no student should lend
his or her card to anyone. Should
a card become lost or stolen,
it should be reported immediately to the Eagle Card Center
in
Spruance
Hall
between
8 a.m. and 4 p.m., online at

http://www.erau.edu/eaglecard ,
or at the Campus Safety Office.
There is a lost card fee of $10.00
when a permanent replacement is
issued. A temporary card, valid
for one week, can be obtained at
no charge, from the Eagle Card
Center or Campus Safety.

Vicki Martin
Eagle Card Office
The Eagle Card is the official
student identification card of
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
University and is overseen by the
Eagle Card Center in Spruance
Hall. An Eagle Card (EC) is given
to each student, free of charge,
at his or her time of enrollment
and the card is expected to remain
in the possession of the student
throughout his or her college
career. The EC is much more
than a simple ID card, however.
The card has several accounts
that allows the student to use
his or her card much like a debit
card at locations such as the
campus bookstore, dining services, laundry rooms, vending
machines, the flight line, and now,
starting this fall, at select locations off campus. The Eagle Card
also serves as an access card to
University Housing and to select
laboratories on campus.
Off campus locations that
currently accept Eagle Dollars are:
Aero Supplies & Express, Connect
Café, Daytona Chili Station,
Daytona Pilot Zone, Great Wraps,
Heavenly Ham, Pantheon Pizza,
Uno Chicago Grill, Larryʼs Giant
Subs (2455 W. Intʼl Speedway
Blvd and 1500 Beville Rd
locations only), Subway (2525
W. Intʼl Speedway Blvd and 1104
Beville Rd locations only). More
locations will be added to the program as it matures. Eagle Dollars
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THE ERAU EAGLE CARD will be accepted off-campus, including the Subway Restaurants on International Speedway Blvd. and Beville Rd., beginning in September. Other locations include Connect Café,
Aero Supplies & Express, Daytona Pilot Zone and Great Wraps.

ERAU Counseling Center can help you achieve success
Programs and
resources a
benefit for all
students
Kevin Snyder
ERAU Counseling Center
First of all … welcome to
Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical
University! We are glad that you
have chosen to pursue your education here and to dedicate the next
few years toward this most noble
and rewarding endeavor. You
may be asking yourself, what do
I have in common with these
folks? Well, that answer is actually quite simple and also quite
sincere. We at Embry-Riddleʼs
Counseling Center and Orientation
Services Department share the
same goal as you … namely, your
success as a student!
How can we contribute to
your overall academic and personal success? By allowing you to
experience why you have come to
a university. We hope for you to
be able to learn and grow universally including academically, physi-

cally, and psychologically.
The Counseling Center has
developed numerous programs and
resources to specifically address
topics and issues with which all
students, both new and returning,
may be dealing. Back by popular
demand, Personal Development
Programs are held on selected
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. Some of
our topics include Speed-Meet!,
Discovering Yourself!, Whatʼs your
Personality Type?, Overcoming
Anxiety and Stress, Managing
Emotions, and Developing the
Leader Within. Moreover, the
Counseling Center is co-sponsoring a presentation from the
nationally-known “Dating Doctor,”
David Coleman, titled Making
Relationships Matter! Look for our
brochure which lists and describes
the exciting discussion topics. You
donʼt want to miss them.
Other initiatives sponsored by
the Counseling Center include:
Yoga classes to reduce stress and
improve
concentration,
“Ask
Sidney:” an advice column and
The Counseling Corner: a themed
weekly advice section.
The Counseling Center also
offers numerous resources, pamphlets and assessment questionnaires to help you recognize useful
information about yourself. We
would hope that you come to use

our departmentʼs services as you
would any other on the campus.
Just because you come to speak
to a counseling professional does
not always mean you have a problem. Maybe youʼre just stressed or
frustrated. Hopefully, we can move
beyond that (outdated, obsolete,
old-fashioned, antiquated, passé,
archaic, moth-eaten, out-of-date,
out-of-style, outmoded) stereotype.
The ERAU counseling staff is at
your service. The staff is comprised
of well-trained and experienced
professionals. Each counselor has
their unique abilities and styles yet
also has the same intent in their
hearts and minds … to aid you to
be a success here at ERAU.
Hey, hereʼs an idea … how
about doing away with any prejudicial thoughts about counseling
and professional psychological
services until you actually use them
for yourself? Thatʼs fair isnʼt it? So,
if you, your roommate, your girlfriend or boyfriend is dealing with
a lot and just want to hear another
perspective on things … call or
drop in to schedule an appointment,
you are more than welcome to do
so. Our telephone number is (386)
226-6035. We are here for you
Monday through Friday 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Everybody has a bad day. Letʼs
not make it a bad year! Let us help!
Best wishes for a successful year.

‘Ask Sidney’
offers advice
for students

“Ask Sidney” is sponsored by the
Counseling Center and is here to
respond to questions and comments
from Embry-Riddle students regarding school, relationships, personal
issues, or just about life in general.
Sidney reviews each submission
carefully and provides solid, downto-earth advice. Most importantly,
the identity of the person submitting
questions and comments remains
completely anonymous.
You are welcome to ask a question, or you may simply want to read
the questions and comments others
have submitted! To submit a question or comment for Sidney, simply
email Ask.Sidney@erau.edu. Sidney
cannot answer all questions, but will
choose questions that are representative of a broad range of issues.
“Ask Sidney” can provide
information and responses based
on current literature in the field;
however, it cannot replace faceto-face counseling with a mental
health professional. If you are in an
emotional crises, please do not rely
on “Ask Sidney” for help; rather,

PHOTO COURTESY ERAU COUNSELING CENTER

THE COUNSELING CENTER STAFF pictured from left: Nancy
Brighton, Kevin Snyder, Agnes Bonamo, Bernice Brown, Linda
DeHart and Rick Stickney.
please come to the Counseling
Center, located next to the Tine
Davis Pool -- after hours call
Campus Safety at (386) 226-6086.
Beyond individual and couples
counseling, the Counseling Center
provides a library of books and
resources for your review. We also

offer various programs, personal
screenings and inventories in areas
of stress management, the MyersBriggs, anxiety, depression, eating
disorders, alcohol, substance abuse,
relationships, and more! For more
information, please visit us or call
us at (386) 226-6035.
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IT: Making life easier one megabyte at a time
Jeff Ferner
IT Director
The Information Technology
(IT) department is committed to
providing powerful, reliable, and
inviting computing environments to
the University community.
There are over 890 computers
available for student use throughout
campus. This includes classrooms,
computer labs, and the library,
as well as tutor labs. Each area
has state of the art hardware and
software tools available.
The key to IT services is the
Account ID and password. While this
information is provided to new students prior to the start of the semester, it may also be obtained from
either the C Building computer lab
(C Lab) in the Academic Complex
or by visiting the IT Support Desk in
the atrium of the Student Village in
Tallman Commons during move-in.
Continuing students are also
invited to obtain the Account
ID information at both locations. The Account ID is important and provides access to many
services to include classroom and lab
computers, ERAU Online, e-mail,

the anti-spam system, and ResNet.
The computer labs are staffed
with Lab Assistants that can help
with login, printer, or other needs
and questions. Please stop by one of
the labs and get acquainted with the
equipment -- we are here to help. The
Lehman Building (LB) lab in LB171/
2 is open Sunday at 10 a.m. through
Friday at 2 a.m. (24 hours/day) and
Saturday from 10 a.m.-2 a.m. The
LB132 lab is open from 10 a.m.-2
a.m. Monday-Friday and is also
open weekends. The C Building
lab (C-lab) opens at 8am and
closes at 2am Monday-Friday and
also has weekend hours.
Completed Summer Projects
You may wonder what changes
have occurred since April. In fact,
Information Technology has been
very busy over the summer. Here is
a list of projects that have been completed or are near completion.
•Upgrade to Windows XP on
lab and classroom computers
is in progress.
•Technology refresh of 211 computers in the computer labs and two
computerized classrooms. These
new computers have 3.2 GHz
processors, 1-2 GB RAM, 128 MB
video cards, and CD-RW/DVD

drives. The floppy and zip drives are
phased out due to the prevalence of
USB storage devices. The two-year
old systems coming from the lab will
be used to upgrade five and six year
old computers across campus.
•Upgrade of ERAU Online/
Blackboard servers to increase overall performance. New servers are
running
the
Oracle 9iRAC
database.
•Increased
F:\
drive
s t o r a g e
capacity to
200MB. This
is accessible
via
ERAU
Online and
Windows
Explorer in
the classrooms
and labs.
•Upgrade of 21 technologyenhanced classrooms is underway –
upgrades to podiums and audio-video
systems. There are now over 100
technology-enhanced classrooms.
•Upgrades of many software
titles: SPSS, CATIA, Pro-Engineer,
Matlab, Maple, etc. Upgrade of
McAfee Anti-virus: new version

filters spyware/adware.
•Installed a new ResNet network security system (clean
access) that functions to promote
use of anti-virus software and
installation of the latest security patches on resident computers. Students
will be required to run updated antivirus software – McAfee is available
for free on
the
dbinstall server.
This helps
m a k e
ResNet
a
more secure,
stable, and
faster
network environment.
•Upgrade
of network
switches
throughout ResNet & expansion
of wireless network to include all
of Stimpson, Doolittle, OʼConnor,
Adams, Wood, and Tallman
Commons. McKay continues to
have wireless coverage but is limited
to the common areas.
•Tested each network port in the
residence halls (ResNet). Ensured
network cables are available

for each data port.
•Continued
development
of
the ResNet Support Lab located
in Tallman Commons 122. The
goal of the lab is to provide hardware and software support for
student owned computers
•Deployment of AxisTV – this
will support digital signage and
better enable promotion of events
and activities. One feature is the
ability to post announcements,
pictures, etc. to monitor screen savers. This will be interfaced with
the informational monitors around
campus.
See the Information
Center in the student center for more
information on how to promote
your club and events.
•Upgrade and networking of
Aeronautical Systems Maintenance
computer lab in P Building.
•Upgrade of Garfield/Odie Unix
servers into a new Linux web server
that supports dynamic content such
as PHP and databases. Student
web pages (individual and club/
organizations) have been/will be
moved to this server.
Password Information
•Your e-mail, computer login
(ERAUNet), and ERAU Online
account passwords are linked.

This means that all three accounts
use the same password. The password can only be changed in Web
Access (e-mail) or when logged into
ERAUNet. Assistance with account
IDʼs and passwords can be obtained
by contacting the University Support
Center or by visiting the C Building
computer lab (C-lab).
•For your security, you will be
required to change your password
every 90 days. Passwords should
be unique, difficult to guess,
and kept private.
Technology Information
Your University Support Center
is available to troubleshoot a
number of problems.
Please feel free to call us at (386)
226-6990 with any technology questions you may have. We are able to
assist you from 7:30 a.m. to midnight
Monday-Friday and on Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. We can also
establish appointments for issues
within ResNet.
For more information on IT services, please visit: www.it.erau.edu-Information
Technology,
w w w. r e s n e t . d b . e r a u . e d u - ResNet
or
www.it.erau.edu/
services/classrooms/db--Lab
and classroom information.

Financial Aid offers tips Earning while learning
Welcome to Embry-Riddle! We
are thrilled that you have chosen
ERAU and look forward to working
with you over the
next four years.
Please visit our
website at http:

Still looking for additional financial aid? Follow this link for external scholarship information: http:
//www.erau.edu/er/financialaid/finext-grant.html
Donʼt forget that the easiest way to view your financial

//www.erau.edu/
er/financialaid for

information
on
the
application
process,
types
of financial aid,
forms, etc.
Have you completed the Free
Application
for
Federal Student
Aid
(FAFSA)?
If not, please
apply online at
www.fafsa.ed.gov.
Once we receive your FAFSA,
we will send you an award
letter that lists the aid you
are eligible to receive.

aid information is by accessing
your Blackboard account at http:
//erau.blackboard.com/.
Once
you have logged in, click the

“Online Services” tab. You can
view your financial aid status,
apply for a Federal Stafford loan,
and you can apply for a Nelnet
Academic Private Loan.
If you have questions about your
financial aid awards or the information on your
Blackboard account,
feel free to visit
our office. We are
located in Spruance
Hall,
Room
135.
Financial
Aid
Counselors
are available to
help you Monday
through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
You can also call us
at (800) 943-6279
from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. or e-mail us at
dbfinad@erau.edu.
You
can
also
make
an
appointment
to
meet
with
your individual financial aid
counselor to discuss financial
planning and needs.

Kathryn Parsons
Student Employment Director
Welcome new and continuing
students. It is hard to believe that
summer is ending and fall is just
around the corner. Itʼs that time of
year when we stop and re-evaluate
what we have accomplished so far
this year: high school graduation,
moving up another level in college
or completing an internship. All of
these are rewarding experiences and
Student Employment is here to help
you add to your accomplishments.
Did you know that working
during college not only gives you
more financial support, but also
helps you develop self confidence,
gain valuable employment and
credit references, establish a work
record and acquire useful skills
in time management, financial
planning and communication? As
soon as you acquire a job – head
on to our Career Services Office
and begin your resume building
process! Currently, Embry-Riddle
University employs over ninehundred students during the Fall
and Spring semesters and nearly
five-hundred during the Summer.
This equates to nearly one-quarter
of our student population!
On-campus employment is
available to all students regardless of financial need. We wel-

come students to visit our office in
Room 112, Spruance Hall MondayFriday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For your convenience, all of our
on-campus and off-campus jobs
are listed not only on our bulletin
boards inside and outside our office
but also are available to you 24/7
through blackboard; just
click on the Student
Services
tab,
student employment and peruse
all jobs at your
convenience.
If you need
help seeking a job,
call Therese
(386)
2266320.
How about
off-campus
employment?
We have over one-hundred job
listings at any given time that
are available for our students.
The local business community posts many of their part-time
openings with ERAU.
ERAU students are reliable,
bright and conscientious workers and are sought after in the
community. Ask us about our
America
Reads/Counts
tutor
program in the local elementary
schools. If you have been awarded
federal funding through Financial

Aid you may be eligible for this
program. If you prefer not to work
a steady job, but can use some
extra funds on occasion, come in
and sign up for our “on-call” list.
This list is for students who would
like to be called upon for special
jobs, as in: furniture moving, baby sitting, computer set up, lawn
service and more.
Do you enjoy the
NASCAR races?
If you do,
watch for
our signs
when hundreds of our
students
work as
ticket takers, car lot
attendants,
servers and runners for many of the
Speedway events. Spring Break
– how about working on the beach
with various visiting vendors?
Just keep watching our job
boards under the Quick Cash
category. If you want more
information on off campus jobs,
call Marsha (386) 226-7696.
Most of all DO NOT MISS our
JOB FAIR for part-time work
on Wednesday, September 14,
on the Flight Deck in the
Student Center from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. See you there!

Studying abroad: A college
experience of a different kind
Don’t just
study foreign
culture,
experience it
Santiago Giraldo
Study Abroad Program
For the (probably) millionth
time, welcome all students (new
and returning)! Yes, for the past
several months this entire campus
has worked hard to prepare for your
arrival. We at the Study Abroad
Office, however, have been working hard – and will work harder still
this year – to make sure you leave!
Whaaa? Yes, you heard it. We want
to see you get out of here, but not
just anywhere and doing whatever.
We want to see you pick up your
passport (or make you get one if you
donʼt) and go study abroad to any
country among more than 25! We
want to see you leave this place and
truly experience a new culture; live
a new world! Through our summer
and long-term programs you can get
the vital international and multicultural skills so sought after by companies in todayʼs increasingly global
aerospace industry. Furthermore,
you get to live in places you would
otherwise probably not even visit
like Australia, New Zealand,
Japan, Ecuador, and
many countries

in Europe, South America, and Asia.
Think it would be too expensive?
Wrong! Students studying abroad
through us still get the EXACT
SAME financial aid they would
if they were to stay here, perhaps
even more! Heck, if
you participate in
any of our several
summer programs
worldwide, for
example,
your
tuition will be
half the price
– that represents
an instant savings
of close to $3,000
on tuition alone! And
trust us, going to Italy
or Paris for the summer is a tiny bit more
exciting way to spend
your summer than staying here in Daytona taking the exact same classes
in the alphabet soup (worry
not, youʼll get acquainted soon
enough)! Furthermore, for our long
term programs of anywhere between
one and four semesters abroad, we
work with each student to make sure
his or her classes will apply to their
degree here at Riddle so if you were
worrying you would fall behind,
think again! So, if you want to get
the most out of your college experience (not to mention life in general),
better prepare yourself for the real
world out there, and get the skills
and tools that will distinguish you
amongst your peers in tomorrowʼs
competitive job market, donʼt wait!
The earlier you study abroad, the
better. So, contact us TODAY
by either e-mail at

study.abroad@erau.edu, phone at
(386) 226-6215, or simply visiting
us in Room A-234 (great way to get
acquainted with the aforementioned
alphabet soup!). Look for us in the
activities fair too and our subsequent
information session
coming your
way very
soon!
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HSA embraces scholarship, leadership, service
Jessie Wolfrum & Amy Sauer
HSA Members
When I say “honors student” I
can just see the grimace on your
face as you think of a guy/girl
with an excessive number of
books in their arms, a pocket protector standing guard over their
shirt pocket, floodwater pants, and
glasses taped up after being broken
by the football … er … baseball
jocks of ERAU. You picture this
person holed up in a dark room
in Adams, surrounded by piles
of books on philosophy, quantum
physics, and things that you canʼt
pronounce, and you think, “This
person needs to take a chill pill.”
Let me introduce the Honors
Students
Association,
the
official chill pill for the

Honors Program students.
Weʼre here to help new Honors
Program students, but weʼre also
here to provide some new opportunities to our fellow classmates.
The “Feed Your Head”
speaker
series,
consisting
of
a 45 minute
lecture from
a
faculty
member followed by free
pizza, has been
a success in the past.
With topics of discussion ranging from
hurricanes to history to the future of
unmanned aerial vehicles, thereʼs sure to be a speaker
who sparks your interest. And,
with one speaker a month during

Fall and Spring semesters, thatʼs
one less meal you have to pay for
out of your pocket (or your meal
plans) every month!
The
Honors
Students
Association is also partially responsible
for bringing the
vice president
of
Scaled
Composites
to campus
last spring, an
event many
turned out for and
everyone enjoyed.
So keep your eyes
peeled for opportunities like the “Feed Your
Head” speaker series
and the Distinguished
Speaker series.
HSA also serves as a way not

only for Honors Program students
to fulfill the service requirement
that is included in their degree,
but to have fun doing it and to also
explore their non-school-related
interests. Through HSA, Honors
Program students have participated in the Relay for Life for the
American Cancer Society, kicked
butt in the volleyball intramurals,
enjoyed long hours floating in
tubes down Itchetucknee Springs,
and have become masters of BBQing in the pits by McKay.
We invite all the Honors Program
students to set down their towers
of books, give their arms a break,
and come to the first meeting of
the year on Wednesday, September
7. More details on location and
time will be disclosed through
e-mails and fliers in mailboxes.
See you there!

PHOTO COURTESY HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION

HONORS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION MEMBERS Michael McGraw,
Christopher A. Noth, Nathan Vanagas and Randy Branch enjoy the
groupʼs annual picnic on the beach in Ormond by the Sea.

Women pilots join Ninety-Nines Indian students
praise diversity
Adrienne Johnson

Ninety-Nines Vice Chairman

Are you an aspiring pilot or an
experienced aviator? The NinetyNines are looking for a few dynamic women to join our forces this
fall. Whether you are a business
major with a private license, or the
ever-popular aeronautical science
major and an accomplished CFII,
this is the place for you. Incoming
freshmen, international students,
transfer students, and graduating
seniors, you have found the right
place with the Ninety-Nines.
The Ninety-Nines are a strong
network of women pilots found all

over the world and in every sector
of aviation including the airlines,
military, and corporate aviation.
They also may be found in the air
show circuit, or helping with disaster relief for a humanitarian aid
program.
Our strong roots date back
to the golden age of aviation
when Amelia Earhart was a
founding member and our
first international president
in 1929.
Being a Ninety-Nine
opens doors for pilots
everywhere. Find positive encouragements
and mentorship in our
organization.
Practice
or develop your leadership

skills, make friends with similar
interests and get involved on campus. Ask a fellow Ninety-Nine
how they got the engine out instrument approach finally mastered, or
how they prepared for their
first solo cross-country.
Maybe get interview tips
from some of our members that are instructors.
Perhaps
you
just
want a girlsʼ night
out, study partner,
or want to get some
friends together to
go to the beach.
You can find this
and much more with
the
Ninety-Nines.
Besides hosting and

participating in many campus events, we also attend the
Women In Aviation conference
in the spring and work closely
with our sister organization,
“Women in Aviation.”
Weʼd love to meet you soon!
Weʼre looking forward to welcoming returning Ninety-Nines
and seeing new faces. Stop by
our booth at the activities fair or
come to our first meeting, open to
all women pilots on the following
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in College of
Aviation room 260.
Check out our website at
http://clubs.db.erau.edu./
dbnines/ or contact us at
embryriddle99@yahoo.com
with questions.

Manan Vyas
ISA Public Relations Chair
Namastee (greetings). The Indian
Students Association would like to
welcome all incoming freshmen and
returning students and to wish them a
dynamic year ahead. We would like
to take this opportunity to invite and
encourage freshmen, returning students, staff and faculty members to
join our diverse and vibrant club.
Let me seize this moment and ask
you to picture an Indian fellow. It
won’t be hard for you to remember
that guy from your local 7-11 store
with the really heavy accent trying
to pursue you in buying a product
or that other fellow from the movie
“Van Wilder” or Kumar from the
movie Harold and Kumar Go To
White Castle. But, let me tell you
the secret, “there is more to Indian
culture,” peculiarities that make the
majority of non-Indians amazed or
dumbstruck. So, that’s where we
come in to clear up the picture.

The purpose of our club is to
bring awareness of Indian culture
to the multi-ethnic Daytona Beach
campus. We also strive hard to help
the students of Indian descent have
a smooth transition to college life.
Even though the majority of members in our club are of Indian descent,
we also have members from a variety
of backgrounds which, in-fact, are
treasured the most by our members.
In an effort to provide our members with a delightful experience we
organize an array of events every
year. The annual Diwali show is
our ultimate presentation. We also
watch movies, organize fundraisers,
go camping and get together for a
barbeque now and then. Besides
these and millions of other activities, the club also stresses helping
our community and neighborhood,
which we do by organizing various
beneficial events. To spice things up,
we are working on new proposals
given by our members which will
make the forthcoming year eventful. So come join us! Contact us at
ERAUISA@yahoogroups.com.

PHOTO COURTESY ERAU NINETY NINES

THE NINETY-NINES IS an organization of created to educate and promote the future of women pilots. It was started by Amelia Earhart and 98
other women in 1929, hence the name the 99ʼs. Today there are thousands of 99ʼs all over the United States, and the world. The organization
also provides networking, scholarship opportunities for women and aviation education in the community.

PHOTO COURTESY INDIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

INDIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION MEMBERS appear here at the
International Fair exhibiting their cultural heritage. The club members
enjoy many activities and stress helping the community.

Christian Fellowship Club comes AcaFellas vocalize
together to celebrate their faith Eagle school spirit
All different
denominations
welcomed into
the CFC
Mirakel G. Mayoral
CFC Secretary

The Christian Fellowship Club
is a non-denominational organization that promotes service, fellowship, and the spread of the
Good News all in the name
of Jesus Christ, our Lord
and Savior. We have
weekly meetings on
Saturdays at 7 p.m.
at the Interfaith Chapel.
They are usually followed by
an activity such as going for
dinner, ice cream, bowling, or
go-karts, to name a few.
Though we are all from
different degree programs, different states,

and are in different stages in our
spiritual journeys, we all support each other. Fellowship in the
group is very important and we do
our best to make all our members
feel like they belong.
Our meetings are usually made
up of worship followed by a group
Bible study, or a discussion led
by either one of our members or
a guest speaker.
Traditionally, at the end of the
semester we have a Communion
service followed by a dinner for
the graduating seniors. We also
partake in trips such as an annual
camping trip, a barbecue at the
beach at least once a semester, or
trips to Christian concerts.
At different points during the
year we join with some of the
other Christian organizations
on campus for a BBQ or
some other fun occasion.
This way, we get to
know our brothers and
sisters in Christ and get to
partake in fellowship with
them as well.
CFC would like to welcome
the new freshmen and wish
them a blessed and wonderful
time at Embry-Riddle.
God bless.

PHOTO COURTESY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CLUB

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CLUB MEMBERS pose for a photo at an
early sunrise service. The annual Easter Sunrise Service is hosted
every year by a different church and held on the Daytona shore.

You may or may not have heard
about us. Weʼre a group of all guys
on campus who like to sing – which
is kind of an oddity at a mainly
aviation-based school. Thatʼs why
we found each other. We couldnʼt
get over our love of and need to sing.
We arrange our own music (stuff
from Semisonic, John Mayer, Stone
Temple Pilots, Linkin Park, etc. No
barbershop for us!). We meet three
times a week (definitely on Sunday
afternoons,
and
the
other two
days are
worked
out to fit
e v e r y o n e ʼs
schedule) and
we sing wherever we can. The group has sung
the National Anthem at … uh …
everything. Convocation, Daytona
Cubsʼ baseball games, Orientation,
Graduation, most of the home soccer games, home hockey games
… the list goes on. We even sang
for Governor Bush when he visited
campus. Weʼve been invited to hold
short performances at Mainland High
School and various campus organization events. And, of course, we host

our own freakinʼ show every spring!
Unfortunately for us, we will
be losing three or four of our total
nine members at the end of the Fall
2005 semester. The ranks need to
be refilled to keep our group going
strong. Auditions will be held soon
after the Fall semester begins. There
are three parts. The first is a song
that you need to have prepared
beforehand. Any song you like and
can sing well will do. The second
part is a short background part youʼll
learn when you come that youʼll sing
with the guys, to see how your voice
blends with the ones
already
here. The
last part is
scales. A
note on a
keyboard will be played, and youʼll
need to sing the musical scale that
that note begins, eight notes up and
back down (itʼs really not as hard as
it might sound, we can even demonstrate if you need it).
I realize that college is all about
specializing in one field and getting a job, but being a well-rounded
individual is an important part of life.
If you love to sing, we would love
to have you.
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The Avion finds the real scoop on campus
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor

TOM KILEY/AVION

BUSINESS MANAGER BRIAN CASE, Managing Editor Jonathan Mettin, Science & Technology Editor
Ryan Jones and Advertising Manager Josh Brown critique the front page of the newspaper.

Well everybody, welcome back to
another year at Riddle.
For all new students, the
massive publication youʼre holding is
The Avion, Embry-Riddleʼs campus
newspaper here at the Daytona Beach
campus. While no trees were harmed
in the production of the Orientation
Issue, several baby bushes were
bludgeoned to death.
But seriously, we wanted to
take this opportunity to introduce
you to the entirely student-run
newspaper we produce. Our motto,
“By Students For Students,” reflects
our committment to the student
body.
The main advantage to having
students make all editorial decisions
is the news you read is the news
that is relevant to you, and simply
university propaganda. When the
flight line was shut down because of
safety concerns, and Avion reporter
was in the College of Aviation
talking to the heads of the flight
department. When students in

Theater is a great way to meet women

McKay Hall and Chanute
Complex
were
living
in structurally unsafe
conditions, one of our staff
was in Spruance Hall
and the Housing Office
asking the hard questions.
Whenever something happens on campus, you
can count on an
Avion reporter -- a
student just like
you -- giving
you the straight
story
without
any administrative
red tape.
Although we do
not have a journalism
program, The Avion
is consistently ranked
among the best college newspapers
in Florida, earning the top spot in
four of the last five years and getting
runner-up the other year.
The newspaper also recently
implemented a brand new website this
summer at www.avionnewspaper.com,
where you can get exclusive online
content,
subscribe
to
The Avion online

edition
and submit
classifieds from
the comfort of
your dorm room.
Now
that
Iʼve
(hopefully) sold you the idea of a
newspaper on a technical campus,
this is the part where I encourage
you to join us. Weʼre always on the
lookout for fresh blood, especially
reporters, photographers and copy
editors. If you want to make a
little cash on the side,
we are also looking for advertising
representatives. Even if
you didnʼt work on your
high school paper, weʼll
teach you everything
you need to know. Our
first meeting will be at
6:30 p.m. on Tuesday,
Aug. 30 in the Endeavor
conference room on the
second floor of the Student
Center. Come join us!

Promoting Slavic
culture in Florida

JOE TESSITORE/AVION

RECENT RIDDLE PLAYERS PRODUCTIONS included Shakespeareʼs The Tempest in the spring and a series of one-act plays last fall.
Kerri Rottner & Anthony Vareha
Riddle Players
Itʼs also a great way for you
ladies to meet guys ... then again, at
this campus, so is breathing. OUR
guys and girls are just more fun
than most.
The Riddle Players Theatre
Company has been entertaining
audiences at ERAU for over fifteen
years and is the premiere creative
outlet on the Embry-Riddle cam-

pus. This student-run drama club
always has something going on
– thereʼs our big fall and spring
shows, to our cooperative events
with DBCCʼs Actors Anonymous,
to our fun-filled weekly meetings.
Riddle Players shows are
proposed and voted on by its members. From comedy to drama, from
Shakespeare to musicals, the Riddle
Players are open to all genres, even
student-written shows.
Riddle
Player
Productions,
the film-based offshoot of the

Riddle Players, was created in
2003 to organize the growing
number of members who were
getting involved in making short
films. These films range from
commercials for upcoming shows
to Star Wars fan films. To date they
have completed five short films and
eight commercials, with three films
currently in production.
Whether youʼve never acted
in your life or you transferred to
ERAU from the Juilliard School
of Drama, come be a Player. Itʼs a

refreshing break from the world of
Cessnas and TI-89s. Riddle Players
meet every Monday in A109 at
7 p.m. to discuss club business
and play improvisational games.
Auditions will be held for this
semesterʼs production, Maxwell
Andersonʼs The Bad Seed, on
September 13 and 14 from 6 p.m. 9 p.m. in IC104. For more information check us out at the Activities
Fair or visit the official Riddle
Players Theatre Company site at
http://clubs.db.erau.edu/dbdrama/.

PHOTO COURTESY ERAU SLAVIC CLUB

The Embry-Riddle Slavic Club was created to unite students from various
Slavic backgrounds, as well as those who are simply interested in the Slavic
culture and traditions. We participate in several events throughout the year,
such as the International Day Festival (last spring, our booth was one of the
most popular and decorated at the event.) We also have our own club events
– dinners, movie nights and camping to name a few. This year, we also plan
on holding sessions to learn how to speak various Slavic languages, and how
to make several traditional dishes – most famous of which is pierogi. You
can find more information on our club and activities, as well as our meeting
schedule, at our website, www.clubslavic.com!

ΣΒΡ combines social WIA helps ERAU ladies further careers
and academic lives
Adrienne Johnson

Akash Kuruvilla

Chapter President
Incoming Freshmen:
Welcome to Daytona Beach
and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University. We hope you enjoyed
your summer and are now ready for
the Fall semester.
You will soon learn that our
university is rich with organizations
of many different types. We have
academic organizations, cultural
organizations, and Greek organizations, to name a few. Allow me to
briefly describe my organization.
I am a Brother of Sigma Beta Rho
Fraternity, Inc. Our organization is
the fastest growing fraternity in
the history of the American Greek
system. Sigma Beta Rho is based on
the ideals of Society, Brotherhood,
and Remembrance. We have a
strong emphasis on academics,
perform community service, and
enjoy strong bonds of brotherhood.
Our organization is unique in that
it has a national alumni-based
network comprising of successful
professionals. This serves as a useful tool for our members upon their
graduation from Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University. What
really sets us apart from other
organizations is our stress on
diversity. We have Brothers of
all races. We are the only multicultural fraternity at Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University. We are

a social fraternity, so we know
how to have fun, as well. We are
planning many social events for
the upcoming semester. We are a
truly dynamic fraternity consisting of members who are multidimensional leaders on campus.
I encourage you to find out more
about our organization and its members in the fall. If you would like
more information, please visit our
website: www.SigmaBetaRho.com/
ERAU. If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact us
at ErauSigRho@yahoogroups.com.
We look forward to meeting you
in the fall.
Thank You.
ERAU Colony
Executive Board
President
Mr. Akash Kuruvilla
akashkuruvilla@gmail.com
Vice President
Mr. Vishal Shah
ajmera007@hotmail.com
Treasurer
Mr. Azhar Khan
azharubix@yahoo.com
Secretary
Mr. Nickey Varkey
nick_nvp@yahoo.com
Contact Us
ERAUSigRho@yahoogroups.com

President

Hey Ladies! Join us this fall
for out best year yet! If youʼre a
Riddle female, chances are you are
a woman in aviation, so join the rest
of us this year. Whether you are in
meteorology, air traffic control,
engineering,
maintenance,
or
aeronautical science, “Women In”
is the place for you. Meet girls from
all fields of aviation and enjoy being
a part of an active, growing club
with a purpose, whose members are
enthusiastic and friendly. Not only is
this a chance to stretch your career
skills by learning to network, itʼs also
a great resumé builder and a chance
to have fun and get to know more
women on campus.
Every
year
our
group
fundraises to attend one of our
biggest events, the annual Women
in Aviation conference. Most of our
members who attend come back with
positive and encouraging experiences. At the Dallas-based conference last year, I was able to meet
the CEO of Southwest Airlines, the
president of AOPA, and my personal
favorite, Julie Clark, a famed aerobatic performer and an inspiration to
me personally. At the conference you
will meet women from all sectors of
aviation, including military fighter
pilots, Boeing engineers, NASA
researchers, aviation journalists, and
countless others. You will come back
with friends and mentors who will be
there for you for years to come.
In addition to attending the

national conference, we are also
active in many other areas including
campus events such as the homecoming parade, Pull-A-Plane, the

NASCAR races, bringing in speakers,
and working closely with our sister
organization, the Ninety-Nines.
Visit us at the activities fair or join

us for our first meeting on the subsequent Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in COA
260. Contact erauwai@yahoo.com
with any questions.

PHOTO COURTESY ERAU WIA

ERAUʼS CHAPTER OF WOMEN in Aviation is shown at last yearʼs national conference in Dallas. WIA
helps women in the aerospace field to network with each other, and is a great resumé builder.
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Women’s Soccer

Men’s Soccer

Volleyball

8/28 Thomas (Ga.) 7 p.m.
9/3 Simon Fraser (B.C.) 11 a.m.*
9/4 Carroll 1 p.m.
9/9 Northwood 4 p.m.
9/11 Flagler 7 p.m.
9/14 Rollins College 7 p.m.
9/16 Savannah College of Art & Design 7 p.m.
9/23 Florida Tech 7 p.m.
9/27 Flagler 7 p.m.
9/30 Warner Southern 3:30 p.m.
10/4 Webber International 7 p.m.
10/7 Mobile (Ala.) 7 p.m.
10/9 Savannah College of Art & Design 5 p.m.
10/11 Jacksonville 7 p.m.
10/16 Northwood 7 p.m.
10/22 St. Thomas 7 p.m.

8/27 North Florida (Scrimmage) 3 p.m.
9/2 Embry-Riddle (Ariz.) 7 p.m.
9/3 Holy Names (Calif.) 3 p.m.
9/7 Florida Tech 7 p.m.
9/13 Northwood 4 p.m.
9/21 Webber International 7 p.m.
9/27 Savannah College of Art & Design 3 p.m.
9/30 Flagler 7 p.m.
10/5 Warner Southern 7 p.m.
10/8 St. Thomas 7 p.m.
10/11 Northwood 7 p.m.
10/15 St. Xavier (Ill.) 7 p.m.
10/21 Nova Southeastern 7 p.m.
10/26 Warner Southern 7 p.m.
10/29 Flagler 7 p.m.
11/2 Webber International 4 p.m.
11/5 St. Thomas 3 p.m.

8/25 Florida Tech 7 p.m.
8/31 Edward Waters 7 p.m.
9/2 & 9/3 Trip Sports Beach Blast
9/9 Webber International 7 p.m.
9/10 Warner Southern 12 p.m.
9/16 St. Thomas 7 p.m.
9/17 Florida Memorial 12 p.m.
9/21 Edward Waters 6 p.m.
9/23 & 9/24 Palm Beach Atlantic Sailfish Classic
9/27 Flagler 7 p.m.
9/30 & 10/1 SCAD Invitational
10/4 Southeastern 7 p.m.
10/7 Savannah College of Art & Design 7 p.m.
10/14 Webber International 7 p.m.
10/15 Warner Southern 12 p.m.
10/17 St. Francis (Ill.) 7 p.m.
10/18 Flagler 7 p.m.
10/21 St. Thomas 7 p.m.
10/22 Florida Memorial 12 p.m.
10/25 Savannah College of Art & Design 7 p.m.
10/27 Northwood 8:30 p.m.
11/1 St. Leo 7 p.m.
11/4 Northwood 7 p.m.
11/5 Lynn 12 p.m.

NAIA Region XIV Championship
11/4 & 11/5
Location TBA
NAIA Region XIV Championship
11/16 - 11/22
Olathe, Kan.

Cross Country
9/10 Florida Tech
9/17 Florida State Invitational
9/24 Embry-Riddle /
Smoothie King Classic
10/8 Disney Classic
10/14 Stetson Invitational
10/22 Southeastern Classic

NAIA Region XIV Championship
11/11
Thomasville, Ga.
NAIA National Championship
11/16
Daytona Beach, Fla.

Home games in bold
FSC games in italics

NAIA Region XIV Meet
11/5 @ Lake Wales, Fla.
NAIA National Championships
11/19 @ Louisville, Ky.

Advertisement

NAIA Region XIV Championship
11/10 - 11/12
Location TBA
NAIA National
Tournament
12/1 - 12/3
San Diego, Calif.

SRB to decide state of the Union
Ryan Jones

Science & Technology Editor
March 8, 2005 - The fate of the Student
Facility Fee (SFF) will be decided upon when
the Student Representative Board meets on
March 8 to discuss and vote on a memorandum of understanding and agreement between
the SGA and the University administration.
In its current incarnation, the SFF will be
implemented beginning Fall 2005 for the
purpose of raising capital to fund the construction of a new student union. If enacted
by the Student Rep. Board, the fee will be
collected until the student union is completed
and will then continue to fund ongoing maintenance and operational costs in addition
to any other proposed projects designed to
benefit student life.
A report entitled Program of Requirements
for the Student Union was drafted on Dec. 2,
2003 with the assistance of individuals representing the Dean of Students Office, Student
Activities, Sodexho, Information Technology,
Business Affairs and Recreational Sports,
along with the Dean of Students, Dean of
Academics, Dean of Arts and Sciences and
the director of Planning and Preconstruction
Services. The following is an excerpt
of the report:
A Student Union is a building that provides
facilities, services and programs that enhance
the quality of university life for all members
of the university community-students, faculty, staff, alumni and guests. It is a place
for increased interaction and understanding
among individuals from diverse backgrounds
through informal association outside of the
classroom. As the center of the college community life, the Student Union complements
the academic experience through an extensive
variety of cultural, educational, social and
recreational programs. It also serves as a unifying force that honors individuals and values

diversity, fostering a sense of community that
cultivates enduring loyalty to the college. The
mission of a Student Union is to support the
academic pursuits of students through cocurricular programs aimed at developing
the social, physical, emotional, psychological
and spiritual aspects of students.
The John Paul Riddle Student Center or
UC is not a Student Union. It is lacking
student-related meeting, conference and program space. There is inadequate food service
space. It lacks any form of active recreation
space such as a weight room. The UC also
has insufficient space dedicated to club or
student organizations; in addition thereʼs
little student-oriented “hang-out” and leisure
space. No dedicated exhibit space for artwork
or demonstrations is available. Furthermore
there is no storage space and limited study
rooms. For these reasons the John Paul
Riddle Student Center is a misnomer and
will be eliminated as indicated in the 2003
Master Plan Update ...
[The Student Union] will offer functional
spaces for organizations such as a banquet
hall, meeting rooms, student organization
suites for all clubs on campus, open program
space and storage. In addition, recreation
space including but not limited to lounges, a
game room, sports lounge/bar, and a fitness
center will be added. Various dining venues
along with retail space for a convenience
store and barbershops, a bookstore, copy
center, post office and mini-bank are in the
plans. It will help alleviate the “Riddle runaround” by providing a “central” location
for student-related services. The Student
Union will facilitate the holistic education of students and enhance the studentsʼ
sense of belonging.”
Copies of the entire program are available
in the SGA office.
Editorʼs note: The SRB passed an amended
version of the SFF on March 8 after
a two-hour debate.

Recovering from the hail

ERAU offers
new major
Brian Crosland
Chief Copy Editor

SHYAMAL ADDANKI/AVION

MATT COLLIER, THE SGA president for 2004-2005, speaks at an SGA general
session in March in which members of all three divisions, the SRB, the SFB and the
executive branch discussed the feasibility and finances of a student union.

Feb. 8, 2005 - Beginning this semester
students will have another degree choice in
the Physical Science department.
Following the success of the Space
Physics degree at the Prescott campus in
the Fall of 2003, the administration here has
been working to bring a similar program to
the Daytona Beach campus.
The degree is officially called a Bachelor
of Science in Space Physics with an area of
concentration in Space Science. According
to NASA, “Space Physics is the scientific
study of magnetic and electric phenomena
that occur in outer space, in the upper
atmosphere of planets, and on the Sun.
Space physicists use ground based instruments, balloons, rockets, satellites and deep
space probes to study these phenomena
where they occur.”
According to an informational handout
from the Physical Science department, the
school “Anticipate[s] that due to the name
alone, Space Physics will attract more new
students than does Engineering Physics.”
The department believes that the two
programs compliment each other well;
while the new Space Physics program will
attract students more interested in physics,
providing “excellent preparation for the MS
in Space Science,” Engineering Physics
will attract those who lean more toward
engineering and who are looking for the
“immediate access to engineering positions”
that it affords.
The new degree will require 120 credits,
many mirroring those in the Engineering
Physics program. For this reason, it is hoped
that many of the common courses will be
made available more often and in multiple
sections, making course selection simpler
for students in both degrees.
Current EP students thinking of switching
to Space Physics should be aware that not
all of the senior level Space Physics courses
will be offered right away; most current
Engineering Physics juniors will not be able
to switch to Space Physics without
waiting an extra year.

Flight line shuffles leadership
Ayers replaces
Theokas as Flight
Dept. chair

JOE TESSITORE/AVION

MAY 17, 2005 - THE Flight Department rushed to repair damage to the fleet

during the May 4 thunderstorm, during which about 40 airplanes were damaged by hail, some of which was over an inch in diameter.

ERAU eyes campus in
Qatar’s Education City
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor

March 15, 2005 (excerpt) - Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University is in the early stages
of establishing a residential campus in Qatar,
according to John Metzner, the Universityʼs
vice president of external affairs.
The new campus would be part of the
countryʼs burgeoning Education City. The
vision of the Emir and his wife, Education
City is 2,400 acres devoted to bringing the
best institutions in the world together in
what Metzner calls “a unique focal point
for higher education.”
Qatar has sought out the best schools for
each field, with obvious examples being
Cornell for their medical program and Texas
A&M for their numerous engineering degrees,
of which the Petroleum Engineering degree
sparked an interest in the oil-rich country.
“We would be absolutely the premier

aviation institution in the region,” Metzner
continued, citing that in a decade the region
will need over 200,000 aviation workers.
“There is a huge need for indigenous
growth.” Metzner also touts the opportunity
as “historically unique,” bringing together
centers of higher learning, normally separated
by hundred or thousands of miles, to within
yards of each other.
Opening an Embry-Riddle campus in
the Middle East has raised some eyebrows
among students. With the lingering stigma of
September 11, 2001 still hanging over ERAU,
some are concerned that the campus is a
potential breeding ground for terrorists.
“We have an opportunity to participate in this
tremendous, unique, one-of-a-kind, nowhereelse-in-the-world education experiment,”
he continued.
Metzner is confident that the Qatari campus
will bring Embry-Riddle international renown,
although he cautions that “we still have a
whole lot of work to do.”

May 31, 2005 - Dr. Tim Brady, dean of
the College of Aviation, told students in an
open forum Thursday that changes in Flight
Department leadership will bring new life to
the flight program. “About a month ago, we
started to address some issues in the flight
department. We noticed that some activities
were tied to flight leadership,” Brady told
students. He could not elaborate, because
“sensitive personnel issues” were involved.
Brady did, however, promise to “tell as
much as [was] reasonable.”
Brady explained that the changes, including the appointment of Professor Frank
Ayers as chairman of the Flight Department
and placement of Ivan Grau as interim Chief
Flight Instructor, were made with guidance
from the highest levels in the University.
He also explained, “We wanted to do it all
at once to minimize the pains involved.”
Making changes at the start of the summer
was also strategic. Brady noted “Timing was
important for us; we wanted to make our
changes when things have a slower pace -we have fewer students in the summer.”
Brady praised the newly-appointed Ayers,
citing his experience as a pilot, professor,
manager and leader. Brady explained that
Ayers would be working to bridge the gap
between the Flight Department and the
Aeronautical Science Department.
“What we have had was an issue with
good production,” Ayers said. “What weʼre
going to be trying to do is produce flights
in a fairly aggressive fashion that is still
friendly toward students,” he continued.
Ayers also explained that he had formed a
“production team” to focus on improving the
overall flight line experience. Ayers further
emphasized the need to complete courses on
time, saying “When people go more than one
semester in a course, it backs up the entire
system; weʼre looking for one semester, one
course. We want students to get through the
program as soon as they can.”
June 14, 2005 - The replacement of the
Flight Departmentʼs top three officials
was motivated by making the flight line
more economical, according to Dr. Tim
Brady, dean of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
Universityʼs College of Aviation.
“It was a business decision to make the
system more relative to the student and more
efficient,” said Brady.
In May, Brady announced that Flight
Department Chair Dr. Richard Theokas,

Chief Flight Instructor Ken Doucette and
Assistant Chief Flight Instructor Pete Thing
were removed from their positions due to
“some issues in the flight department … tied
to flight leadership.” This announcement
was made at a flight department meeting
on May 19, where Brady said this decision
was made with the support of high-ranking
University administrators.
“I knew about it, but I was not part of it,”
said Daytona Beach Chancellor Irwin Price.
“There were some major problems and
we believed that a change in management
would bring some fresh ideas and make
things better … The easy answer is that it
was viewed in the best interests of the flight
department and University to do so.”
“It seemed cutthroat,” said Student
Government Association Vice President
Brian Gambino, who is a flight student. “I
didnʼt see it coming. I donʼt think they saw
it coming.”
Gambino says he was surprised by the
announcement. “I thought it was a joke.
I heard [about] it from another student.”
He said that the process seemed “furtive and secretive,” adding that “it seems
that student advocates donʼt stay [at the
University] that long” when asked about
Doucette in particular.
“It may have seemed sudden, but it wasnʼt
sudden. With personnel issues, you donʼt

broadcast things like this,” Price said.
“I donʼt take any of it personally,” said
Theokas. “My personal feelings are not relevant to the rest of the institution.”
Asked why he believed the changes were
made, he said, “I have no clue.”
As for Gambinoʼs observation of the
University getting rid of student advocates,
both Price and Brady vehemently denied
anything of the kind.
“Thatʼs the exact opposite of what
we want,” said Brady. “Weʼre trying to
increase the availability of people to our
students … we think weʼve been turning
away students.”
Theokas accepted a professorship with a
tenure track in the department, while Thing
was hired by the Campus Safety Department.
Doucette has left the University.
“That was his decision,” Brady said.
While both Price and Brady stated that
Thingʼs position of Assistant Chief Flight
Instructor was eliminated – with Price saying “The position he had no longer made
sense” – Lisa Haagen has been appointed to
fill the position on an interim basis.
The preceding were excerpts from two
articles. The first article was written by
Staff Reporter Christopher Noth. The
second article was written by Managing
Editor Jonathan Mettin.

NUWAN SETUNGA/AVION

FRANK AYERS, THE NEW chair of the Flight Department, speaks to flight students
shortly after his appointment. Ayers said he wanted to revamp the flight program.
COA Dean Tim Brady said the changes were made for better efficiency.
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Greeks making a splash ERAU Flightline stands down
Lauren Jakobsen
Staff Reporter

Oct. 19, 2004 - Greek Week
was in full swing last week and
dominating the events were the
pyramid and the obstacle course
on Thursday.
The pyramid was the first
event with participants from nine
different Greek organizations.
The rules were simple: run to a
predetermined area and form a
human pyramid keeping special
attention to hands on one side of
the line and knees on the opposite
side. The contestants had to hold
the pyramid for a total of three
seconds in order for their run to
count.

Each group had two chances and
lots of practice runs. The AHPʼs
placed first in this event, followed
by: SAE, Phi Delta Theta & PIKE
(tied for third), Sigma Chi, Delta
Chi, Sigma Pi, Alpha Xi Delta
and lastly Theta Phi Alpha. It was
a great handʼs on experience for
everyone.
Wes Cousino, Vice President of
External Affairs for IFC and Aaron
Clevenger, Assistant Director of
Greek Life, planned the fun-filled
weekʼs events. Every team showed
determination
and
high
spirits, exactly what the IFC was
looking for.
Greek Week is all about
showing unity and team building
within our Greek organizations.
“Itʼs great to see everyone getting

so involved and the main purpose
is to have a good time together,”
said Cousino.
The obstacle course was the
most intense part of Thursdayʼs
events. Long and challenging, the
contestants were required to
tricycle with their hands only,
throw a ball through a tire, hop
from the IC entrance to the Spirit
Rock, team ski and jump rope.
The top four winners were Sigma
Chi, Alpha Eta Rho, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon & Alpha Xi Delta.
As the annual Greek Week events
came to an end, it was unclear
how
the
different
Greeks
would
place,
but
one
thing was sure:
everyone
was more united and confident in
their abilities to seek the gold.

Christopher Noth
Staff Reporter
Feb. 22, 2005 - Much of the talk
across campus has focused on a
mishap that happened Wednesday
night, but [former] Flight Department
Chairman Richard Theokas says that
this weekʼs safety stand down had to
do with a culmination of events.
The
Chairman
shut
the
flightline down two hours in
advance of its scheduled shut down
for race activities to talk with the
entire Flight Department staff
about the direction things had been
taking.
“The stand down is designed to
disrupt the system,” said Wendy
Michels, [former] manager for flight
training team 4. In a closed meeting
with flight staff, Dr. Theokas outlined
“five dots,” cases where he saw a
trend going the wrong way.
Among the five incidents cited
were a solo taxiing incident and a
solo commercial studentʼs takeoff
from Echo taxiway. “It gave us all
a day to do a lot of self-reflecting,” noted [former] Chief Flight

Instructor Ken Doucette. “There
comes a time to stop the process of
negative
trends,”
Doucette
explained. Michels also pointed
out that the stand down “gets
everyone back on the same page.”
Dr. Price and Dr. Watret were on
hand at the meeting to support the
Flight Departmentʼs efforts.
In what can be called a convenient
coincidence, Team 4 had already
scheduled a meeting for students to
discuss safety the same day as the
stand down. “It turned out to be really
cool that it was the same day as our
meeting,” Michels said.
The
teamʼs
meeting
was
developed as part of a safety
challenge within the flight department
to get students more directly involved
with safety issues. “The meeting
went incredibly well; we had close
to 200 people in the auditorium,”
Michels said. Doucette was surprised
by the turn out, saying “I was blown
away by the crowd – they were very
participative and attentive.”
The meeting featured a number
of guest speakers from several different areas. Maintenance staff were
on hand to better explain some of the

common and not so common problems facing University aircraft.
As well, Dr. Mike Wiggins
spoke about the advantages of
back-to-back flying with the
Gemini
program.
“We
had
incredible support across the board,”
Michels boasted. The stand down
made it possible for the Chief Flight
Instructor and Flight Department
Chairman, as well as many
instructors who might normally be
flying, to attend the meeting.
A big factor emphasized to
both students and instructors on
Thursday was that everyone has a
part in safety. Michels explained
Heinrichʼs
Accident
Triangle,
with hazards composing the base,
incidents
composing
the
center, and accidents composing
the peak. In an analogy during the
meeting, Michels likened everyone
in the audience to hazards, those
who received free water bottles
(seven in the audience) to incidents,
and the one student whose water
bottle contained a Daytona USA
pass to an accident. “What weʼre
trying to do is minimize the whole
triangle,” Michels concluded.

New ACE program started
Plan provides
new benefits
Shyamal Addanki
Staff Reporter

SHYAMAL ADDANKI/AVION

FIVE LAPS WAS ALL the Greeks had to do in the swimming pool ... in a boat made out of nothing but
cardboard and duct tape. Designs were innovative, and while some greeks got rather wet, most of them
managed to keep their boats afloat.

Homecoming a hit

Dec. 7, 2004 - Embry-Riddle students can now take classes for credit
at other Volusia County colleges.
The Volusia/Flagler Consortium
of Higher Education, a group of
colleges in Volusia County, has
developed an Academic Course
Exchange (ACE) program that will
allow students to take classes and
transfer credits from other schools
in the consortium.
The other participating schools
are Bethune-Cookman College,
Daytona
Beach
Community
College, Stetson University and the
University of Central Florida.
The ACE program will take effect
in the Spring 2005 semester and students can register for the program
immediately. To qualify, students

will have to be in good academic
standing and will have to be full time
students, inclusive of the courses at
other consortium schools. Grades
will transfer from the host institution to the home institution directly
to the studentsʼ transcripts.
This means that Riddle students
can now take liberal arts courses at
Stetson University for credit as elective courses.
“This new plan provides a number
of benefits to the member schools
and our students,” said Dr. John
Watret, Associate Chancellor for
Academic Affairs at Embry Riddle.
“Primarily, the program expands
the range of courses available to
our students since each of the five
consortium schools presents distinctive program offerings. The student
gets a broader college experience
that includes contact with a greater
variety of fellow students.”
As meteorology senior Darrin
OʼBrady commented, “Itʼs a good
idea and has a lot of potential. If it
had been offered while I was still
a sophomore or a junior, I would

have definitely given it a shot, seeing what the other college campuses
had to offer, such as different teachers, different classmates and more
girls. ”
Students will be limited to only
taking courses that are not offered
by their home institution, and
schools would be able to disallow
certain courses or programs from
the Academic Course Exchange
program. Also, students will have to
adhere to the examination schedule
of the host institution while following the add/drop calendar of the
home institution.
Students who live in the residence halls will be allowed to stay
in campus housing if necessary, to
accommodate later examinations
in the host institution. In the event
of a conflict of examination schedule, the home institution will try to
accommodate the student whenever
possible.
For more information about this
program, students can contact Dr.
Watret at (386) 226-4943 or via
email at john.watret@erau.edu.

NASAʼs Return To Flight finally blasts off

Whose Line
Is It Anyway?
stars get big
laughs in ICI

taking the audiences suggestions, so
they feel like theyʼre a major part of
the show - which they are,” he said.
“We live and we fail by what we
do and not by what we got from
somebody else.”
“This is exactly what we love
to do,” Sherwood agreed. “We
get to do it the way we want to. I
think that no matter what we end
up doing, this will always be a
major part of our lives, because we
Jonathan Mettin
really love it. Thereʼs nothing that
News Editor
compares to it.”
Many Whose Line Is It Anyway?
Nov. 9, 2004 - Over 3500 people fans are quick to point out their
packed the ICI Center to see Colin favorite act. Sherwood and Mochrie,
Mochrie and Brad Sherwood, stars however, donʼt play favorites.
of Whose Line Is It Anyway? and
“It [our favorite act] really
Drew Careyʼs Green Screen Show, changes from show to show,”
perform improv comedy to end Mochrie said. “Brad likes to say itʼs
Embry-Riddleʼs 2004 homecoming the one that gets the most laughs,
Saturday night.
and itʼs really true.”
The event, run by Touch ʻN Go
The pair kicked off their ERAU
Productions, was
act with “Helping
scheduled to begin
Hands,”
where
at 8:30 p.m.; howtwo
audience
We live and we
ever, by 7 p.m.
members, includover 50 people
ing SGA Treasurer
fail by what we
were already in a
Liz Barber, got to
do.This is exactly
line which would
position the persnake around the
formers in any
what
we
love
to
do.
entire ICI Center
way they saw fit
- COLIN MOCHRIE
before the doors
as they acted out
were opened to
visiting the Eiffel
the public. TNG
Tower.
staff warmed up the crowd by tossThe next game, “Verse,” saw
ing free t-shirts and raffling off an Mochrie and Sherwood dueling
X-box.
with rhymes and toilet seats before
Backstage,
Mochrie
and Mochrie folded in a move to make
Sherwood reflected on their some in the audience blush. They
profession and what got them start- then moved onto inventing fire to
ed. While Sherwood said it came the tones of several film genres,
down to a choice between being including the Olsen twins, kung-fu
funny or being an introvert, Mochrie and pornography.
relayed that a
Four volunteers
childhood friend
assisted the duo
dared him to try
as they played
It’s all in liking
out for a school
“New Choice,” a
play.
game involving
comedy, making
“Once I got
many variations
people laugh and
my first laugh,
of saying the same
it became like a
thing, while the
being a ham.
drug,” Mochrie
next act was scatsaid. “There really - BRAD SHERWOOD
tered with lines
is no feeling like
that had been sugthat.”
gested by those in
“Itʼs all in liking comedy and attendance. They followed this up
making people laugh and being a with a rap and the popular “Sound
ham,” Sherwood said.
Effects” game before closing the act
Both performers stressed how with Sherwood trying to guess the
much they like the live improv show wacky crime the audience decided
as opposed to a traditional stand-up he had committed from Mochrieʼs
act.
hilarious clues.
Mochrie said that an audience
After the show the pair met
expects a stand-up or a TV sitcom with the TNG staff, several SGA
to be funny because they have members, Student Activities, and
prepared material.
select VIPs, for a meet-and-greet
“With us, we have nothing. Weʼre session before departing campus.

“

”

“

”

PHOTO COURTESY BEN COOPER/COLLECTSPACE.COM

THE EXHILARATION FROM DISCOVERYʼS launch was brought down to earth for most people as news of NASA
grounding the shuttle fleet put a damper on the future of the orbiter. The shuttle rolled inverted and passed under the
International Space Station so that the crew on board the ISS could make a visual inspection of the heat shield.

Hurricane Charley slams ERAU
Tom Kiley
Editor-in-Chief
Aug. 24, 2004 - Hurricane
Charley didnʼt play favorites when
it passed over Embry-Riddleʼs
campus late Friday night.
Although the storm had lost
much of its strength by the time
it reached Daytona, it was still
packing winds in excess of 90
miles per hour, making it a very
strong category one hurricane.
Two days prior to the storm,
several members of the Campus
Crisis Team, Campus Safety and
the Flight Team met to discuss
any necessary preparations in
anticipation of Hurricane Charley.
Reports at the time indicated

that the storm would pass west
of Daytona and winds would be,
at most, 40 to 50 miles per hour.
Based on these figures, campus
officials decided not to move the
fleet or evacuate the 57 students
still residing on campus.
University staff worked through
Friday morning securing as
much of the campus as possible.
However, Volusia County issued
a statement that all citizens be off
the road by 2 p.m. As a result the
campus officially closed early at
noon.
The
stormʼs
unpredictable
course brought it over Daytona
Beach at 11 p.m. with gale force
winds that caused considerable
damage to the campus, mainly in
the form of downed trees.

In all, 47 trees were uprooted
with numerous others missing a
large portion of their branches.
Only minor structural damage
was seen across campus. One
major loss was a Diamond DA-40
plane that had apparently flipped
from the powerful winds. The tail
snapped nearly in half, and in a
letter from Chancellor Irwin Price
to ERAU faculty, the plane was
described as “probably unusable.”
In all, 12 Cessna 172s suffered
minor damages to their ailerons
and control rods. The fleet was
grounded, repaired and returned to
normal flight operations quickly.
On Saturday, the grounds crew
and members of maintenance,
facilites and safety were out in
full force to to coordinate the cam-

pus cleanup as early as 7:30 a.m.
The staff did a superb job during
the cleanup, which was largely
completed by Monday.
Upon learning that more than
half of all ERAU staff and faculty
were without power, the ICI Center
was opened to provide assistance.
Food, hot showers and even
cash advances were offered to
faculty and staff severely affected
by the storm. Several ERAU
faculty and staff volunteered to
man the program for their fellow
employees.
With University operations
back to normal, the chancellor was pleased by the schoolʼs
preparation and wrote, “We
worked hard at preparing and were
fortunate.”
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Men’s soccer Women’s soccer takes Region
grabs Regional XIV title; ready for California
title in 3-1 win
Mark Soppet

Staff Reporter

Mark Soppet

Staff Reporter
Nov. 16, 2004 - The Eagles Menʼs
Soccer team clinched the Region
XIV Championship and earned a
trip to the NAIA national tournament with a decisive 3-1 victory
over the Northwood Seahawks.
A packed stadium was on hand to
cheer the Eagles to their victory on
Saturday. Strong winds and a wet
field from rains earlier in the day
did not seem to faze the Eagles as
they soared to victory.
After beating St. Thomas in the
first round of the tournament, the
Eagles needed a victory over the
Northwood Seahawks to clinch
the title. That win would not come
easily. Nor would playing on their
home field prove to be an advantage
for the Eagles. The Eagles beat the
Seahawks in West Palm Beach on
Oct. 9 but lost at home to them on
Oct. 30.
From the opening kickoff, the
Eagles controlled the ball and kept
the Seahawks moving with their
accurate passes. Northwood was
forced to stay on defense, an area
in which they looked strong. The
Eagles were held without a single
shot on goal for the first 23 minutes
of the game, but their offense was
persistent.
Embry-Riddle was rewarded for
its tenacity with a pair of quick
strikes for goals. In the 23rd minute, senior midfielder Phil Murray
kicked a 20-yard shot that caught
goalie Tuomas Peltoniemi off-guard
as it sailed into the net. Exactly
one minute later, forward Clifton
PhillipW. took on Peltoniemi,
who had moved out of the goal to
attempt the save. Peltoniemi took
a spill, giving PhillipW. a clean
shot on goal. His high shot into the
unguarded net made the score 2-0.
Northwood was determined to
challenge the Eagles, and wasted
no time trying to mount an offense.
Adrian Davis took a free kick in the
33rd minute, which found its way to

forward Sam Jackson. He headed
the ball into the net, beating goalie
Mike Strizelka.
The referees stopped the play
with three minutes left in the first
half. Clifton PhillipW. was bleeding following a collision with a
Northwood player on a header several seconds before. Northwoodʼs
play throughout the game was very
physical, particularly in the second
half.
The Seahawks would earn three
yellow cards, versus the pair of
cautions earned by the Eagles in the
first half.
If their previous matchup was
any indication, the Seahawks were
not finished. The Eagles would
need to play hard all 45 minutes of
the second half to finish them off.
Coach David Gregson told his team
as much during halftime. Justin
Crawford recalled, “Coach had
this amazing speech at halftime.
It really inspired us to work hard
as a team.”
Justin Crawford would extend
the Eaglesʼ lead back to two goals.
At three minutes into the second
half, the senior forward took a pass
from Ian Thompson, then beat out
defender Adrian Davis and goalie
Tuomas Peltoniemi for the goal.
Crawford would get another good
look at the net with two minutes left
in the game. His attempt at another
goal fell tantalizingly short when
his shot bounced off the crossbars.
Goalkeeper Mike Strizelka gave
fans a scare in the 75th minute when
he collided with a Northwood player and flipped into the air.
Fortunately, he landed on his feet
and immediately covered the net.
He finished the evening with four
saves.
The contingent of Northwood
fans, who had been very vocal
throughout the game and during
previous matches, were silenced as
the clock wound down. The 3-1 victory earned the Eagles a 14-3 record
and a trip to the NAIA championship tournament, taking place in
Kansas beginning Nov. 17.

Nov. 9, 2004 - The Eagles
Womenʼs Soccer team spilt their
two games with conference rival
Northwood during the regular
season. Although the Northwood
Seahawks wonʼt win the conference
title, the Eagles entered Saturdayʼs
Region XIV championship game
with the momentum and determination to be regional champs. When
the game was finished, the Eagles
were the victors by a score of 2-0.
Offensively, the Eagles dominated from the beginning and never
let up. At times, their passing was
excellent, keeping the ball away
from Northwood defenders and
setting up scoring opportunities.
Northwood refused to quit, though,
and put up a strong defense which
prevented the Eagles from taking
any shots on goal until the 23rd
minute.
The Eaglesʼ first shot on goal
would be the only one they would
need. Midfielder Valerie Rogers
dished the ball to forward Jessica
Garcia, who took a shot on goalie
Alex Almaraz. The kick would be the
“golden BB” that the Eagles needed,
bouncing off Almarazʼs hands and
into the net.
Offensively, the Eagles did not
let up after taking the lead. The
best response Northwood could
offer was the aggressive playing
style of forward Dora Tapia. “She
had a few nasty, cheap shots,” commented Jessica Garcia. She added,
“Dora was frustrated by Amanda
Dakuʼs amazing defensive skills.”
This frustration led to Tapiaʼs reckless and desperate play. In the 42nd
minute, Tapia landed a high knee on
midfielder Abby Zito. Tapia earned
a yellow card while Zito temporarily left the game.
The containment of Dora Tapia
completely neutralized Northwoodʼs
offense. The most telling statistic
came at halftime, when Northwood
had zero shots on goal. In the 57th
minute, defender Amanda Daku
stopped the Seahawksʼ best attempt
to score by charging towards Tapia,
who was dribbling downfield

CHRIS TEZAK/AVION

JESSICA GARCIA WRESTLES THE ball away from Flagler midfielder Tamara Gillam. The win would
later pit ERAU against Northwood University, the regular season champions. The Eagles prevailed again
with a 2-0 victory to advance to the NAIA national tournament.
with no defenders in sight, and
kicking the ball away.
Eagles goalkeeper Stephanie
Taylor tried a risky strategy of
playing outside the box, and it paid
off. “If we can play with eleven on
the field instead of ten, itʼs always
to our advantage,” said Valerie
Rogers. At one point, Taylorʼs play
outside the box resulted in an empty
net for Northwood. The Seahawks
wasted the opportunity by missing
the shot.
The Eagles clinched the game in
the 69th minute. Senior co-captain
Nicole Johnston passed to Valerie
Rogers, who approached from the
right side of the goal and kicked a
shot that went off Alex Almarazʼs
hands for another goal.
The Eagles got their biggest
scare at the 70 minute mark. As
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Stephanie Taylor scrambled for
the ball and dove on it, Northwood
and Embry-Riddle players piled up
trying to steal and defend the ball,
respectively. Nicole Johnston ended
up on the bottom and was repeatedly kicked. After the play stopped,
Johnston left the field. When she
returned to the field, the EmbryRiddle fans gave her thunderous
applause. “This is not a one-person
team with one single superstar, but
losing NJ would definitely be a big
loss,” observed Rogers.
The Eagles closed out the game
staying on the attack, while holding Northwood to only one shot
on goal the entire game. After
the game, Embry-Riddleʼs president, Dr. George Ebbs, along with
athletic director Steve Ridder,
presented the team with the

NAIA Region XIV championship
plaque. Senior co-captain Rachael
Lund accepted the plaque on
behalf of the team.
After the game, Valerie Rogers
did not feel that the Northwood
Seahawks were different from the
team they fell to by a 2-1 tally on
Oct. 9. “I believe it was a different
Embry-Riddle team,” she declared.
“I think we were the better team all
along.” Rogersʼs season goal tally
increased to seven after the game,
bringing her into a second-place tie
with forward Cathy Lesnik for goals
this season.
Jessica Garcia, who was EmbryRiddleʼs leading scorer this season
with fifteen goals, summed up the
season thus far. “It felt really short,
but we all came together. We all
gave 110 percent.”
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Eagles defeat Men’s tennis wins Florida Sun
rival Saints Conference regional tournament
for FSC title
Jacob Ottosson
Sports Editor

Mark Soppet
Staff Reporter

March 1, 2005 - The Flagler Saints
may have thought the Florida Sun
Conference title was theirs. They
were playing on their home court
against the Embry-Riddle Eagles, a
team they had beaten seven straight
times since Jan. 15, 2003. Yet the
13th-ranked Eagles had plans of their
own. Strong team defense and 15
points from tournament MVP Nick
Miller put them on top, 63-59.
The Saints put the first basket
on the board, but the Eagles pulled
ahead on baskets from forward
Fabrice Kunakey and center Nick
Miller. The Eagles would never trail
after that point. Their largest firsthalf lead was 11 points.
As the gameʼs low score indicates,
strong defense was Embry-Riddleʼs
key to success. The Saints shot just
28.6 percent during the first half,
missing their first nine shots.
Foul troubles almost allowed the
Saints to clip the Eaglesʼ wings.
Forward Michael Pyle was benched
at the 15:54 mark in the second half
after picking up his fourth foul. Over
the next four minutes, the Saints cut
the Eaglesʼ lead back to 40-36.
Guard Denny Joseph picked up
his fourth foul with 11:35 left in the
game and joined Pyle on the bench.
He was replaced by Luis ChavezJacobo, who came off an 11-game
suspension on senior night. Chavez
quickly tallied a steals, a forced turnover, two assists (to Drew Whitaker
and Ben Witherspoon), and two baskets. The Eagles led 51-39 with 8:08
remaining.
The Saints had a second wind,
and they unleashed it with a 10-2
run that cut the lead to 59-56 with
just 1:34 left in the game.
Flaglerʼs Carlton Summers,
living up to his FSC Player of the
Year honors, scored four points during the rally. He was matched in this
effort by Darrell Freeman, a member

of the FSC all-conference team.
The Eagles padded their lead to
62-56 when Luis Chavez-Jacobo,
Ben Witherspoon and Scott Bradley
all went one for two at the free throw
line.
However,
Flaglerʼs
outside
shooter, Chris Crumpler, responded
with a three-pointer that cut the lead
back to three with just ten seconds
left. Ben Witherspoon then added
another free throw for the Eagles.
The last shot of the game would
go to Darrell Freeman, who would
miss. Flaglerʼs Bo Gooch grabbed
the rebound, but the Eaglesʼ defense
cut off his passing routes, while
Jake Pickett made the steal to end
the game.
Carlton Summers led all players in scoring, picking up 20
points. Darrell Freeman also had
an impressive night, scoring 13
points and nine rebounds, while
teammate Rafael Peixoto added 12
points and eight rebounds.
Nick Miller led the Eagles with
15 points and nine rebounds, while
Michael Pyle contributed with 12
points and nine rebounds
Ben Witherspoon, picked up AllTournament honors and contributed
with eight points, four rebounds and
three assists.
Denny Joseph had seven points
and seven rebounds. On the defensive side of the ball, Jake Pickett
had three steals and Luis ChavezJacobo had two crucial ones,
while Fabrice Kunakey registered
two blocks.
The Eagles now have a 25-7
record as they head into the NAIA
Division II national tournament.
This is their first appearance in the
tourney since March 2001.
The year before, the Eagles won
the national championship. The
Flagler Saints also backed into the
tournament as one of six “at large
teams” due to their 8th-place ranking
in the NAIA.
The tournament begins in Point
Lookout, Mo. on March 9.

April 19, 2005 - The wind and
tough opponents did nothing to
make the Embry-Riddle Menʼs tennis team lose focus on their goal of
winning the regional championship.
The Eagles did just that, defeating Northwood University 5-0
in the final on Sunday to capture
the regional trophy.
Knowing that winning the doubles
was the key to success, the Eagles
got the start they wanted, winning
all three doubles quite comfortably
(8-4, 8-4, 8-2).
Being up 3-0, the Eagles only
needed to clinch two of the six
singles. Costin Corneanu, playing
at the number one spot and Mislav
Hisak at number two, both played
close singles matches, leaving the
other players to seal the win.

Senior Nicolas Bousquet took
“The win means a lot,” said
an early lead against Pierre Oliver Corneanu. “I have been waiting
Tissieul and was able to close out for four years to win the national
the match early 6-3, 6-2, leaving tournament … now we are going to
the Eagles just one
get ready for the
win away from
nationals.”
the regional title.
E m b r y I’m going to go
Spectators
Riddleʼs Head
knew they would
Tennis Coach
out there and
not have to wait
David Paschal
bring a lot of balls
long when Evan
was relieved
Specht took a big
after the match,
back.
lead and was just
because
he
short of sealing
knew it would
- NICOLAS BOUSQUET
the Eagles victobe
tough
ry when Tomoaki
to beat the
Yasuda beat him to the punch, sink- Seahawks in the final, especially
ing the Northwood ship with a with the nerves involved.
6-3, 6-2 win.
The Seahawksʼ coach Perry
The win was bittersweet for the Sinett realized the Eagles were the
two seniors, Corneanu and Bousquet, favorites to win it this year, but
who played their last match at his team felt confident they could
home. Bousquet said it was sad, take the win.
but “of course it feels good going
“We thought we had a good
out winning.”
chance if we could come out with

some doubles,” said Sinett. “We
thought we could match up in at
least three singles. … Out of all the
teams I have seen so far this year,
they play the best doubles.”
Bousquet
predicted
the
championship win after beating
the Warriors of Webber College on
Saturday.
“Iʼm going to go out there and
bring a lot of balls back,” he said.
“They are going to have to be willing to be out there for a long time
with me, because Iʼm always going
to bring them back; I am not going
to quit on them ... We donʼt have any
weak links … it is going to be hard
to get five points out of us, thatʼs for
sure.”
With the win, the Embry-Riddle
tennis team is automatically
qualified for the 54th national
championship at the Mobile Tennis
Center in Mobile Ala., which will be
held May 16-20.

6-0, 5-0 when the match was called
after freshman Emily Leick sealed
the Eagles victory dropping her
opponent 6-1, 6-1.
“All of us came out ready,
we didnʼt want to underestimate anyone,” said sophomore
Liezl Samios-Uy.
Samios-Uy and doubles partner
Alexandra Buttazzoni took an early
lead in their match as the other two
doubles pairs struggled, and within
minutes all three matches were
strongly held by the Eagles.
“SCAD played very well in
doubles, for the first ten or twenty
minutes of the match it was all
even,” said coach David Paschal who
received a celebratory dousing during
the interview.
After sweeping the doubles
matches the Eagles made quick work
of the Bees by winning the first two

Continuing their domination off
the court, the Lady Eagles nearly
swept the awards at the Region XIV
Banquet Tuesday night April 12, at
the Indigo Lakes Golf Club banquet
hall.
Nora Kluge, Samios-Uy and
Butazzoni took three out of the six
available All-FSC team honors.
Coach Paschal received Coach of the
Year honors and the team received
their award for winning the regular
season FSC title.
When asked how they felt about
their regional championship the team
answered ecstatically, “Great, itʼs
about time!”
“Weʼve always worked hard, and
hard work always seems to pay off,”
said Samios-Uy who continued by
saying, “I donʼt think thereʼs any
team out here that has worked harder
than we have.”

“

”

Women’s tennis still strong
after FSC Championship win
Tom Flemming
Entertainment Editor
April 19, 2005 - Two weeks ago the
Eagles womenʼs tennis team had no
banners to hang in the ICI Center, now
they have two.
After clinching their first Florida
Sun Conference championship ever
against NAIA No. 12 Northwood on
April 9 the Eagles women cruised
through the weekend without dropping a single match to their three
opponents.
“We all played really well,” said
freshman Natalie Anaya who after
winning the last 8 of 10 games with
her sister and doubles partner Jessica
Anaya in their match, was well on
her way to an easy win over singles
opponent Savannah College of Art
Design freshman Erica Cardenas

Advertisement

singles to finish what appeared to be a
short but pleasurable weekend. When
the contest ended the Eagles led all
matches still remaining.
In the case of Warner Southern they
were down 3-0 before the first volley.
After bringing only four players to the
match it would have taken a nearly
flawless performance to overtake the
Eagles, but the Royals couldnʼt muster a single victory on the afternoon
becoming the first Eagles victim.
The second casualty quickly
surfaced as the Eagles defeated
the Flagler College Saints with
another 5-0 score.
With few doubles matches causing
the Eagles any trouble some would
attribute the continued success of the
team to confidence earned through
their doubles play. Natalie Anaya continued, “I think itʼs the best doubles
weʼve played in our conference.”
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McCook Ticket victorious in SGA Elections
Ex-President
Collier has
full confidence
in newest execs
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor

April 12, 2004 - The McCook
ticket won the Student Government
Association (SGA) executive race
last week with 40 percent of the
vote. President Sara McCook,
Vice President Brian Gambino and
Treasurer Ryan Rossi were sworn
in at Fridayʼs SGA banquet, taking over the organization from
outgoing ticket Matt Collier, Matt
Tarnowski and Liz Barber.
“I think of it as an enormous
honor that the student body put its
faith and trust in us,” said McCook,
“I humbly appreciate it.”
In total, 29 percent of the student
body voted, up from 25 percent last
year but down from 2003ʼs 33 percent.
Of the 1,281 students who did vote,
the McCook ticket brought home 514
votes. The Matt Mazur-Dave MillsSarah Whitten ticket took home
35 percent, or 450 votes, while the
Crystal Passman-Phil Demeter-Chris
Denton ticket received the remaining
25 percent (317 votes).
“Iʼm quite certain theyʼre
ready … to carry the organization forward,” Collier said. “I have
confidence that theyʼll rise to the
challenge.” Collier is the only SGA
president in University history to
serve two terms in the office at
Daytona Beach campus.
Although he is excited for the
McCook ticket, Collier cautions
that gaining the trust of the SGA
will be difficult “unless these
folks come in with a sincere,
whole-hearted dedication.”
“You canʼt just walk in there

and say, ʻIʼm the SGA president, for that infringement.
letʼs have a working relationAnother incident involved a memship,ʼ” he continued. “It doesnʼt ber of McCookʼs campaign commitwork like that.”
tee posting a sign on Mazurʼs vehicle
McCook stresses that she ran with that read “Isnʼt it nice to have an
Gambino and Rossi as a ticket and alumni sticker?” Mazur admitted durnot a group of individuals. “We are ing the presidential debates to driva ticket,” she stressed, saying that she ing a vehicle with an alumni sticker
will constantly be looking to Rossi to school. The charge was dropped
and Gambino for input. Now that after it was deemed “not slander” by
McCook has officially taken office, the Elections Committee.
she plans to continue the push for
She declined to identify either
guaranteed tuition, which would hold individual, saying that the ultimate
tuition increases to a fixed percentage responsibility for their actions lies
every year. She also wants to push for with her, Gambino and Rossi.
more faculty involvement in student
McCook says that her ticket was
life outside of the classroom.
unaware of both events until after
Gambino now takes over the they occurred. “Thatʼs not what
Student
Representative
Board weʼre about,” she said. She also says
(SRB), which he sat on this past year that her campaign committee misinas a representative for the College terpreted rule 15 as applying only
of Aviation. Rossi, meanwhile, will to ERAUʼs mail server and thought
chair the newly-elected Student that Thefacebook was fair game.
Finance Board (SFB). He wants to Rule 15 states that “Candidates
make the SGA budget “transparent,” may NOT use the University public
possibly posting it on the SGA web- address system or mass e-mailsite and in The Avion. He also plans to ing for campaigning purposes, nor
award scholarships and sponsorships have any person do so.”
to clubs and organizations based on
Overall,
however,
McCook
several criteria, such as community believes the campaign was “clean
service, fundraising and commitment for the most part,” although she did
to the student body.
acknowledge that there were several
“Itʼs a lot of responsibil- attacks on all tickets.
ity,” said Rossi, “but itʼs good – it
“People started mixing personal
makes you feel good.”
with political,” she said. “It was
Several charges were brought never meant to be personal.”
against the McCook ticket for elec“We each got a piece of the pie,”
tions violations
she continued
after
election
after
being
results were postpressed about
I’m quite certain
ed Wednesday
negative camnight.
paigning. “We
they’re ready
One involved
should
be
... to carry the
a McCook camelected because
paign committee
of our strengths,
organization foward.
member sending
not our weak- MATT COLLIER
out a mass e-mail
nesses.”
on Thefacebook,
As for the
which was in
other two tickviolation of rule number 15 of the ets, all sitting SGA members forCampaign Rules and Regulations. feited their right to run for re-election
The executive ticket was given a col- when they ran with their ticket for the
lective 20 community service hours executive positions.
for that violation, which McCook
In the race for the SFB, Sarah
says is the prescribed punishment Vaneekhoven, Ellen Leahy, Nathan
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Treasurer Ryan Rossi, President Sara McCook and Vice-President Brian
Gambino are the new leaders elected into the Student Government office for the 2005-2006 school year.
Clapper, Paul Zigler, Robert Molard
and Tammy Holloway all won seats
on what will be a totally new SFB.
Leahy sat on the SRB this year as
a representative for the College of
Business, and Vaneekhoven had
served on the SFB in a past term.
Jessica Harmon was the leading
vote-getter in the entire election,
taking home 700 votes to keep her
seat on the SRB for the College of
Arts and Sciences. Adam RichieHalford and Ryan Buckley took the
other two slots for the college. In the

College of Aviation (COA), Kristen
Connelly was re-elected with 685
votes, while Tiffany Fine will return
to the SRB from an internship after
taking home 661. Kristina Honoré,
Scott “Scooter” Yoak, Jonathan
Kyros, Jonathan Rupp, Steve Kent
Spiller and Michael OʼNeill round
out the COAʼs representation. In the
College of Engineering, current representative Thea Nalls will be joined
by newcomers Megan Grow, Megha
Sharma, Sarah Mansell, John Weaver
and Jonathan Castillo-Reminick.

At the SGA banquet Collier
also used his last executive act to
appoint Andrew Leech the new
SGA Chief Justice.
Leech, who was an Associate
Justice, will take over Johnsonʼs
position while the former Chief
Justice graduates from ERAU after
four and a half years.
Asked if she would follow in
Collierʼs footsteps, McCook said,
“Iʼʼm going to go in the same
direction, but Iʼm taking different
strides ... the sky is not the limit.”

Embry-Riddle celebrates 40 years in Daytona Beach
Phyllis Salmons
Faculty Reporter

April 19, 2004 - Financed with
borrowed money and trucks from the
local community, on April 25, 1965,
Embry-Riddle rolled into Daytona
Beach with 239 students enrolled.
“The effort was known as ʻOperation
Bootstrap,ʼ” said Robert Rockett,
dean of the Heritage Project, an

effort documenting the history of
Embry-Riddle. Next week, the world
leader in aviation education proudly
celebrates the 40th anniversary of its
arrival in Daytona Beach.
Embry-Riddle began in 1926 in
the golden age of aviation at Lunken
Field in Cincinnati, Ohio. A presence
was established at several Florida airfields during World War II with headquarters in Miami. When it became
necessary for the then Embry-Riddle

Aeronautical Institute to vacate its
Miami facilities, a local Daytona
Beach civic group, the Committee
of 100, took note.
Daytona Beachʼs Committee
of 100, an industrial development
committee composed of local businessmen and civic leaders, was
interested in stimulating the Daytona
Beach economy without relying
entirely on tourism or agriculture.
Gary Cunningham, then owner of

SHYMAL ADDANKI/AVION

MR. GARY CUNNINGHAM GIVES a speech after receiving a key to the city of Daytona Beach for his
efforts in facilitating in Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Universityʼs move from Tamiami Airport forty years ago.
Daytona Beach officials have now declared April 1 as Gary Cunningham Day.

Cunningham Oil and chairman of
the Committee of 100, said, “We
heard that a flying school wanted
to leave South Florida.”
Although Embry-Riddle did not
immediately fit the Committee of
100ʼs industrial profile, EmbryRiddleʼs president, Jack R. Hunt,
professed the potential value of the
Institute and what it could do for
the Daytona Beach community.
Cunningham felt the effects of Huntʼs
salesmanship. “Huntʼs enthusiasm
was infectious and I served as a conduit bringing it to our community.”
Attorney Phil Elliott, vice chairman of the Committee of 100, said,
“Embry-Riddle filled the bill of what
we were looking for: it attracted
people of education, people that
would contribute to the culture of
the community. It brought fresh
money in the form of tuition revenues from students. While not an
industry as such, education was
in many ways better for what the
committee was seeking.”
Daytona Beach was not originally
the first choice for relocation. Several
cities, including Ormond Beach,
Sebring, Tampa and Melbourne
competed with Daytona Beach as the
future site of Embry-Riddle. A deal
had almost been made with Ormond
Beach when negotiations fell through.
Meanwhile, the Institute was required
to promptly leave Miami.
Cunningham told Norm Hickey,
then the Daytona Beach city manager, “I have about 32 trucks loaded
with Embry-Riddle and nowhere to
go. Do you have any place we can

Advertisement

put them on the Daytona Airport?” ished despite economic hardships
Hickey said, “Yeah, thereʼs some and numerous obstacles. Within five
old World War II metal buildings,” years of the move to Daytona Beach,
and he sent city employees to the institution won accreditation and
clean the buildings. They worked gained university status under the
well into the night.
leadership of President Jack R. Hunt.
Chandler Titus, a longtime Along the way it emerged from a small
Embry-Riddle faculty member, financially strapped Aeronautical
remembers that the entire engine Institute with less than 300 students
and overhaul repair shop was into a world-class Aeronautical
packed in one box. “When we University spanning the globe.
packed to come north, we brought
Today Embry-Riddle is one of the
everything that wasnʼt tied down,” major employers in Volusia County
said Titus. “I remember unload- and boasts an annual economic
ing 55-gallon garbage drums with impact of $540 million.
the trash still in them.”
Adams said, “Gary Cunningham
Before long, business leaders real- and Jack Hunt and many of the
ized the Institute
others
who
was
suffering
were involved
severe
finanare risk-takers.
cial
hardship.
While you may
I
have
about
32
Cunningham
fail, you may
trucks loaded
and
businessalso have a great
man Jay Adams
success like this
with
Embry-Riddle
worked feverone. This is the
ishly to influence
sort of story that
and nowhere to go.
approximately
makes you real- GARY CUNNINGHAM
100 friends and
ize that risk-taklocal businessing is very much
men to each
worthwhile.”
guarantee a $1,000 loan to the bank
Throughout its history, Embryon behalf of Embry-Riddle.
Riddle has been a pioneer and influ“Every day during that first year ential partner in the evolution of the
there was a reason it wouldnʼt work,” aviation industry in the United States
said Committee of 100 member Fred and abroad. Feeling the same way
Thelman. “A Harvard MBA student as many who have been touched by
would say there is just absolutely Embry-Riddle, Elliott states, “Iʼm
no way. But of course itʼs here!” glad that I had the opportunity to
According to Thelman, Cunningham be a part of something as imporand Hunt did something they tant as Embry-Riddle has been and
cannot teach at Harvard.
will be to this community, to the
Embry-Riddle survived and flour- nation and to the world.
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Eagle Card accepted Price makes plans to
at off-campus venues depart from Riddle
Jonathan Mettin

Managing Editor
The Eagle Card will soon work at
several off-campus locations, including Subway and CVS, according to
the Eagle Card Office.
“It will be available sometime in September,” said Rodney
Hartung, the manager of the Eagle
Card system. “Itʼs going to be
managed by BlackBoard … they
do all the legwork.”
According to Hartung, the program
will start with a little over a dozen merchants, but he hopes that number will
increase as students begin using the
cards at participating locations.
The off-campus card usage is run
by the BBOne program, a branch of
BlackBoard, Inc. “They have some
nifty software where the merchant
can have the Eagle Dollars spent
at their location sent to their bank
account at the end of the day.” He
said that it makes the process a win-

win situation because it lightens the
load on Accounts Payable and gets
the merchant its money faster.
While none of the merchants
are definite as yet, the Eagle Card
office is fairly confident saying
that the Subways on International
Speedway Boulevard and Beville
Road will be on board for the program, as well as the CVS on the
corner of Beville and Clyde Morris
Boulevard. Larryʼs Subs, Great
Wraps, Heavenly Ham, Daytona
Chili Station and Stavroʼs Pizzeria
are also likely inclusions, along with
the Connect Café, Daytona Pilot
Zone and Area Supplies and Express,
according to Hartung.
Once school is back in regular session and the system is up
and running, Hartung plans to sit
down with the Office of Student
Activities to form a focus group
to determine what new merchants
should be pursued.
Hartung mentioned several limitations to the new program. Students

will not be able to buy alcohol or
tobacco with the card, nor will they
be able to get deliveries, although
Hartung expects that the restriction
may be lifted as the program matures.
Also, any refunds for purchases
made with Eagle Dollars will be
made in Eagle Dollars.
With the increased capabilities of the card, Hartung said that
keeping the card in a safe place is
even more critical. “With taking
the card off-campus and with the
range of service available, it makes
it more imperative that people keep
track of their Eagle Card.”
He stressed that lost or stolen cards should be reported
immediately. Eagle Cards can
be suspended at any time by
visiting www.onlinecardoffice.com/
erau. Once a card is suspended,
students must go to the Eagle
Card office in Spruance Hall to
reinstate their account.
There is a $10 fee for replacing
a lost or stolen card.

Riddle to receive a stateof-the-art supercomputer
Tom Kiley
Editor-in-Chief
Embry-Riddle will be receiving a
state-of-the-art supercomputer in early
January courtesy of The National
Science Foundation (NSF).
The computer, which will cost
approximately $750,000, comes as
the result of an NSF grant submitted by Dr. Michael Hickey of the
Physical Science Department and
the Computational Atmospheric
Dynamics Laboratory.
The supercomputer, a High
Performance Computer Cluster
(HPCC) also known as a “Beowulf,”
has the potential to be one of the 500
fastest computers in the world.
The computer will be housed in
the Lehman Building (LB181) and
will require special air conditioning to
keep the room at about 60F. The hard-

ware will be composed of 128 dualprocessor computer nodes and three
master nodes for a total of 262 processors. Each of the processors will be a
64-bit, 3.2 GHz Xenon processor with
4 GB of memory. Dell was chosen to
provide the hardware due to their very
competive prices as well as the technical support they pledged to offer.
The Redhat Linux operating system
was chosen to allow multiple users to
access the system and multiple jobs to
be executed simultaneously.
Because of the speed with which
the computer can process data, a
fast method of interconnection will
be needed to avoid any “bottlenecking” that may occur. For this reason,
a method of communication called
Myrinet was chosen over 10/100
Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet. A huge
portion of the total cost will go into
this costly Myrinet setup.
The computer will be made avail-

Jonathan Mettin

Airport Noise as Measured by
Rental Changes: The Case for
Managing Editor
Logan Airport,” after his work
as a researcher with the U.S.
Dr. Irwin Price, chancellor Transportation Departmentʼs Office
of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical of Noise Abatement.
Universityʼs
Daytona
Beach
He also holds an M.B.A. in
campus, has announced his inten- international
business
from
tion to retire at the end of the San Francisco State College
Spring 2006 semester.
(now known as California State
“Iʼm 65 years old, Iʼm in wonder- University at San Francisco) and
ful health and Iʼm far from
a bachelor of mechanimy grandchildren and
cal engineering from
children,” Price said.
New York University.
“He wants to move
“Dr. Price has served
on and do other things,”
a key leadership role
said Associate Chancellor
and touched the lives of
Dr.
John
Watret.
many people during his
“Iʼve
really
enjoyed
tenure at Embry-Riddle,”
working with him.”
said Provost Dr. John P.
Price
was
named
Johnson. “The campus
chancellor in January
has grown significantly
Dr. Irwin
2002 after serving as
under his administration
Price
the executive dean of
and he will be missed.”
Chancellor
George
Washington
“I think heʼs well
University at Ashburn,
liked and he has the
Virginia and as a dean at
Universityʼs
interests
Boston University, from which he at heart,” added Chief Financial
holds a Ph.D. in economics.
Officer Eric Weekes.
Priceʼs doctoral dissertation
“Iʼve enjoyed the couple of times
was entitled “The Social Cost of we played tennis” – he paused

able to all faculty and students to use
and they will be “allotted” a portion of
the computerʼs resources as appropriate. Dr. Hickey and his co-investigators, along with Jeff Ferner of the
IT Department, will collectively
appropriate computing time on an
individual basis as needed.
The computer has infinite potential on campus and off. It will
be available through the existing Internet-2 connection already
in place, allowing users off campus
and at Prescott to use the resource.
Possible uses include modeling
upper atmospheric wave dynamics, weather modeling and turbine
fluid flow. Other individuals who
collaborated with Dr. Hickey
include Dr. Chris Herbster of the
College of Aviation, Dr. Magdy
Attia of the College of Engineering
and Dr. Dennis Clayton of
Bethune-Cookman College.
Advertisement

for a chuckle – “remembering
what our games used to be like.
I wish him all the best.”
“He has done many great things,”
said Watret, attributing the ideas
of a research park and a teaching
airport to Price.
After the Spring semester Price
intends to go to his summer home
on a lake in Maine to spend time
with his wife. “I usually go up there
every summer and come back”
he said, then smiled. “Next year
I donʼt come back.”
“Iʼll show you what itʼs all about,”
he said, pointing to a picture of
him and his wife on their sailboat.
“Thatʼs what itʼs all about.”
Price also says he would like to
work part-time – possibly for the
University – as well as live abroad.
“Weʼve lived abroad before,” he
said, “Weʼd like to do it again.”
Price said his one regret about
his tenure at Embry-Riddle is that
it was fairly short.
“I would like to spend some more
time here,” he said, “my regret is that
I didnʼt know about Embry-Riddle
and Embry-Riddle didnʼt know about
me until fairly recently.”

Whereʼd the planes go?

BILL CAMPBELL/AVION

THE EMBRY-RIDDLE FLIGHT LINE is left vacant in preparation for Hurricane Frances. Every
plane was flown by ERAU instructor pilots to various airports in hopes to keep them safe.
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RENOVATIONS
RENOVATIONS

È The Student Center hallway is
brighter and there are still more wall
decorations in the works.

È The cafeteria has two flat
screen TVs for students to watch
while dining.

È The game room is added in the
Student Center for students to hang
out and relax with some games.

Î The Student Centerʼs informa-

Í A walkway is added in
between the Student Center
and the IC Auditorium with
a lighted fountain.

È The game room in the Student
Center has a lounge room with
its own big screen TV and leather
couches.

Í Some mailboxes have been
changed to key-access boxes which
are bigger.

Ï With new administration, the
Flight Line is going through its own
beautification project ...

tion desk has become more formal.

Á The walkway in front of the
Bookstore and the Mail Room is
renovated to match the walkway
beside the Student Center cafeteria.

Ë ... which includes wider walkways and more greenery.

Ë An obvious change to the
Flight Line is the new paint scheme,
along with other changes to the
operations of the entire department.

Á The walkway beside Student
Center is completed, the first of
campus-wide renovations.

RENOVATIONS
RENOVATIONS

Ë The planning room at the
Flight Line gets new computers and
monitors.

Á Chanute residents get a new
hangout area to BBQ.

Ì McKay gets a makeover

with fresh paint,
and more foliage.

new

doors

Í The Columbia Lot is still

unpaved, however.

È A Spirit Rock is added to

increase school spirit.

Í Propellers is going through a

renovation for a better look.

È The West Lawnʼs BBQ pit is

rebuilt into three sections.

Ó The soccer field gets a new
addition for spectatorsʼ convenience.

Í A new building is built next
Í Racquetball courts have newly to Health Services and dedicated to

painted walls and new flooring.

Advertisement

student counseling.
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Students rock out at Bowling for Soup concert
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor
April 26, 2005 - Bowling for Soup
headlined Touch-ʼN-Go (TNG)
Productionʼs big show Saturday
night in the ICI Center. Two thousand ERAU students and members
of the local community turned out
to see the performance, which was
opened by American Hi-Fi, Riddlinʼ
Kids and MC Lars.
Fans began lining up three
hours before the doors opened while
TNG members, some of whom
had been there since Friday at midnight, scrambled to assemble the
venue in the gymnasium. When the
doors were opened an hour before
showtime, twelve-year-old girls
and frat boys alike flooded the
building, representing a crosssection of Bowling for Soupʼs
diverse fan base.
Despite a bladder infection that
had him hospitalized earlier in the

day, MC Lars kicked off the show
a little after 7 p.m. A senior at
Stanford University, MC Lars was
asked to join the tour after Bowling
for Soup heard a CD that he mixed
in his dorm room. Performing what
he calls “post-punk laptop rap,”
he took the stage and, using mixes
from a laptop computer for beats,
laid down fiery rhymes including “Hurricane Fresh,” “UK Visa
Versa,” “Mr. Raven” (taken from
Edgar Allen Poeʼs famous poem),
and “IGeneration,” a song loosely
based on The Whoʼs classic “My
Generation” that lashes out against
the Internet age.
Riddlinʼ Kids (no relation to
ERAU) took the stage next, setting up the rock and roll theme for
the rest of the night. Playing
selections from their 2004 release
Stop the World and 2002ʼs Hurry
Up and Wait, Riddlinʼ Kids got the
crowd moving with hard guitar riffs
and intense percussion.

American Hi-Fi, riding the April
12 release of their fourth album,
Hearts on Parade, openly solicited
crowd involvement in their act. At
one point they asked the crowd who
was having a kegger after the party.
“And we donʼt mean you and
your friend and a PlayStation and,
like, half a beer. Weʼre talking
about a real kegger,” said front man
Stacey Jones, prompting a loud
reaction from the crowd.
Playing songs mostly from
their 2003 release The Art of
Losing, the band also played “Hell
Yeah” from Hearts on Parade and
covered Def Leppard.
Bowling for Soup took the
stage just before 10 p.m. to a
screaming crowd. Playing songs
from A Hangover You Donʼt
Deserve, the band frequently
paused to interact with the crowd
in front of the stage. “Youʼre all
very attractive,” front man Jaret

Reddick said to the crowd. One person took the opportunity to yell out
“Felony!,” presumably due to the
abundance of early- to mid-teenage
girls in the audience. The band also
commented on baseball, George W.
Bush, rednecks and college chants.
Besides playing hits like
“1985,” “Almost” and “Girl All
The Bad Guys Want,” Bowling for
Soup covered a variety of other
genres, including Britney Spearsʼs
“Hit Me Baby One More Time,”
Lynyrd Skynyrdʼs “Sweet Home
Alabama” and Poisonʼs “Every
Rose Has Its Thorn.”
Bowling for Soup wrapped
up their set at about 11:15 p.m.
before heading out to the ICI lobby
for an autograph session, where
close to 200 fans waited with items
to be signed.
“Today has been the best frikkinʼ
college show ever,” Reddick said,
thanking those in attendance.

TOUCH-N-GO PRODUCTIONS present Bowling for Soup, American
Hi-Fi, Riddlinʼ Kids and MC Lars. The free concert was the highlight of
the Spring 2005 semester and an amazing close to the year.

Team finishes
2nd in NAIA
World Series

aspirations with a 5-0 shutout
pitched by Josh Smith, who also
added a three-run homer. The
championship game was played the
next day, and an exhausted Eagles
pitching rotation could not hold back
the Stars offense.
“They were all pitching on fumes,”
Coach Greg Guilliams told the NewsJournal, “We just needed ... rest.”
Stars pitcher Mike Mlotkowski,
who was named the tournamentʼs

MVP, allowed a single run in the second inning after a walk and a double,
but otherwise held the Eagles offense
stagnant to improve to 14-1 on the
year, allowing a meager four hits for
Embry-Riddle while Oklahoma City
lit up the Eagle pitchers for 16 hits.
The Stars were led offensively by
Cameron Clark (4-for-5) and Colby
Overstreet (3-for-4 with a home run,
three runs and three RBIs).
Shortstop Kenny Holmberg was

Historic year for ERAU baseball
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor

SHYAMAL ADDANKI/AVION

RIDDLINʼ KIDS WARMED THE crowd up with their rock-n-roll set,
performing songs from their Stop the World album. Lead singer Clint
Baker said the band tries to be as creative as possible.

SHYAMAL ADDANKI/AVION

June 14, 2005 - The Eagles baseball
team made it to the national championship game for the first time in
its history, but the top-seeded team
fell short of the NAIA World Series
crown, losing to the #2 Oklahoma
City Stars 8-1.
The Eagles end their season at
53-10, tied for the programʼs singleseason win total. The Stars finished
at 67-12 with their first national
title after three championship game
appearances in as many years.
After losing to #5 Cumberland
12-4 on May 30, Embry-Riddle
came out the next day to beat the
#4 Biola Eagles and eliminate
the California university from the
tournament. The Eagles then played
the Stars on June 2, beating them
12-5 but not eliminating them.
The team then played tournament
host and third-ranked Lewis-Clark
State, dashing the Warriorsʼ title

MLB drafts
two ERAU
standouts
Jonathan Mettin
Managing Editor

June 14, 2005 - The Milwaukee
Brewers drafted Embry-Riddle
seniors Patrick Ryan and Kenny
Holmberg on June 12. Ryan
was drafted in the 19th round;
Holmberg, the 22nd.
A standout pitcher in his
second season at ERAU, Ryan
finished with a career record of

Advertisement

19-5 and 59 appearances. Posting
an 8-2 record in his junior year,
Ryan had a 3.18 ERA, eight
saves and a team record 31
appearances. He was named the
Florida Sun Conference Player
of the Year as well as the NAIA
Region XIV Player of the Year,
and was voted to the first teams
of both the NAIA All-America
Scholar Athlete and All-America
teams.
In 2005 he posted 13 of the
teamʼs record 53 wins with five
saves, logging a 1.60 ERA and
94 strikeouts, garnering AllConference, All-Region and second team All-America honors.
Shortstop
Holmberg
was drafted for the second

awarded the Gold Glove Award and,
along with catcher Richie Cormier
and third baseman Victor Roldan, was
named to the all-tournament team.
“Iʼve learned that to win it all, you
have to have a bench and you have to
have a bullpen,” Guilliams said. “We
didnʼt have either of those.”
“It was an unbelievable effort,” said
Athletics Director Steve Ridder, “Our
guys gave every ounce of energy they
had.”

time in his career (he was
previously drafted by the Toronto
Blue Jays in 2001 in the 49th
round. In his junior year he had
multiple hits in 23 games and set a
University single-season record
with 26 doubles (a record to be
broken in 2005 by Sean Greearʼs
28 doubles; Holmberg was
second on the team with 19) to
make the All-FSC team.
This season saw Holmberg bat
.342 and log 60 RBI. Besides
being named to the All-FSC,
All-Region and first team AllAmerican teams, he became the
first Embry-Riddle player named
to the All-NAIA World Series
team twice and received the tournamentʼs Gold Glove Award.

A guide to keeping
yourself busy in
and around the
Embry-Riddle
campus

Places to go :

C2

Florida Skyfest : C5

PLACES TO GO
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Daytona is not without its share of local hangouts, hot nightspots and
annual events. Here are a few places that are popular with Embry-Riddle

Find eternal happiness in a land of eternal youth

Tir Na Nog features live music at
night, usually starting at 10 p.m.
Staff Reporter
or 11 p.m. and showcases a variety
of local and regional bands. Ask
For the college student with a dis- the bartender for a performance
cerning palate for beer, Tir Na Nog schedule.
offers a great selection, from the
For further entertainment, they
timeless Stella Artois to, of course, have the usual requirements for a
Guiness on tap.
bar: a pool table, darts and a bigStep into the bar and you imme- screen TV. The pool table is very
diately get a sense of the friendly well maintained and costs 75 cents
atmosphere inside as the bartender a game. You can ask the bartender
offers up a cheery greeting. The about the darts.
brick lined walls,
ʻRiddle students
cool green-tinted
usually get some
lighting
and
type of special
It’s like
echoes of laughoffer at the pub.
ter help the first
The best part is
‘Cheers’ without
time visitor feel
the friendliness
at home instantly.
that everybody at
the laugh
And then there is
the bar exudes.
track.
the beer.
Sit next to a comWith a list of
plete stranger and
- RYAN JONES
beers at least
you will eventutwice what you
ally start having a
can count with your fingers and conversation over a couple of pints.
toes, and constantly growing too, “Itʼs like ʻCheersʼ without the laugh
anybody can find their favorite track,” according to Ryan Jones, a
pint. It goes without saying that civil engineering senior at Riddle.
the Guiness they have on tap is the
Tir Na Nog is located at 612 East
best there is in Daytona, but for the International Speedway Boulevard,
more adventurous, they also carry a few blocks before A1A.
classics such as London Pride,
Got the beer munchies? Right
Tucher, Franziskaner, Molson and next door to the pub is Shroomerʼs
Newcastle, just to name a few.
Pizzeria, a great little pizza place
While you enjoy that chilled pint, that also serves wings and subs, all
the jukebox will keep you tapping made fresh while you wait at the bar.
your feet to an eclectic selection The best pizza in town with the best
of tunes. One dollar plays three Guiness in town. A match made in
songs, two dollars plays seven. college heaven
Shyamal Addanki

“

”
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TIR NA NOG, LOCATED on International Speedway Boulevard is an Irish Pub with a great jukebox, live music, a pool table, darts, a big screen
TV, a friendly staff and of course, a selection of beers that every beer connoisser would be extremely satisfied with.

Razzle’s Night Club

A turn for the south

Ramy Yaacoub
Guest Reporter
With its location in the heart of
Daytonaʼs night life on Seabreeze
Blvd., Razzleʼs has been catering to
the partygoers of Daytona for over
a decade.
It enjoys a fairly moderate price
list in comparison to the surrounding competition. Expect a $10 cover
charge at the end of your stand in
line to go in and enjoy its 1500 sq.
ft. floor. The management doesnʼt
offer us, the Riddle Students, any
breaks, whether you are 18 or 21

you have to pay to play.
Razzles has been engineered
to serve as a party arena for the
spring breakers who flock from
all corners of the nation, and
according to the many students
interviewed that evening, the
majority concluded that the club is
not made for “the locals,” but for
the tourists. Razzleʼs is equipped
with four separate full bars and
many beer stations with amateur
models dressed to market their
products. Many younger students
vowed that Razzleʼs is the place to
be if you are just out to dance, the
resident DJs have a set schedule

of a variety of musical genres that
include Hip-Hop, R&B, Techno
and Trance.
Expect the latest beats in the
hip-hop genre however donʼt anticipate any song released in the past
18 months in any other genre, also
donʼt expect to hear any of your
requests actually played on the
main speakers.
If you find yourself bored on a
Wednesday night and in the mood
to go out and work on your basic
dancing skills, then Razzleʼs is the
place to go, with its ʻladies nightʼ
special, it manages to be the busiest
place in town.

Fuel Entertainment
Ramy Yaacoub
Guest Reporter
Fuel is located a few steps from
our beautiful beach and within
walking distance of Razzles. 600
North, the Oyster Pub and many
of the other household names of
this town.
Fuel first opened its doors for
the night creatures of the Daytona
area about three years ago; it was
designed to serve as a high-class
night club, with its many rooms and
dance floors. It could never cater to
this intended market in Daytona
and over the years it has developed
SHYAMAL ADDANKI/AVION

SOUTH TURN SPORTS BAR and Restaurant is a great little place on the corner of Nova Road
and Beville Road. Their wings are grilled on request and are probably the best you will ever eat.
They also boast juicy burgers and crispy onion rings, as well as numerous pool tables.

Jonathan Mettin
News Editor

When taking a girl on a first date,
the restaurant you choose can determine the ultimate outcome of your
relationship.
If you start off expensive, such as
the upscale Chart House, you set up
an expectation with the lady that is
almost impossible to keep up without going into bankruptcy.
However, if you are a fan of starting off cheap and working your way
up, you will never get anywhere.
Take it from the Ladiesʼ Man, the
Waffle House is a very bad choice
for a first date.
Olive Garden to the rescue! The
national chain of Italian cuisine
offers a cozy, dimly-lit atmosphere
and exceptional food at a very reasonable price. Your date will leave
impressed and your wallet will not
be emptied.
The server begins the experience
by offering you the choice of a fine
Italian red wine. It is imperative
that you accept, both for courtesy reasons and the fact that it will

make your night much more enjoyable later on.
As for appetizers, it depends on
the girl. If you have already had a
chance to break the ice, I recommend forgoing the appetizers in
lieu of the free, unlimited salad
(which is actually quite scrumptious) and the opportunity for
unimpeded conversation. However,
if your lady is still showing signs
of nervousness, a light appetizer,
along with the wine, will loosen
her up a bit, because the focus will
not be solely on conversation but
consumption as well.
Ah, the main course. Be extremely careful when selecting an entree.
Avoid copius amounts of garlic
and onions because, trust me, that
would hurt your chances later on.
It is also imperative to avoid excessive amounts of sauce on your pastas, because a clean date equals a
potentially lucky date. And remember the golden rule - chew with
your mouth closed and donʼt talk
with your mouth full.
Desserts have the potential to cap
off a perfect date, but beware: give
a girl the triple chocolate layer cake

and she will not shut up about it the
rest of the night. Olive Gardenʼs
gourmet cheesecake is a wonderful
alternative, with a taste to satisfy
even the most delicate palate.

As for Fuelʼs music selection
it consists of a variety of hiphop and techno, the Fuel resident
DJs enjoy using and abusing
their microphones, but the Fuel
management has formulated a
busy schedule spread over the
next few months of visiting DJs and
some of the bigger names in the
industry including Icy, Baby Ann,
Sanchez and many others.
Make sure you check out Fuel
on Sloppy Sundays where they
also offer their $10 all-you-candrink special and Ladies Night
on Wednesdays. Keep your ears
to the ground for upcoming
promotional nights.

Mai Tai Bar - A Favorite
Ashley Moore

Olive Garden Restaurant

to become more of the same as
Razzleʼs and 600 North, the Spring
Break and events caterers.
If you are of the legal drinking
age then Fuel is the place to be,
with great drink specials all week
long, Fuel manages to attract “the
locals” with its Thirsty Thursdays
special which constitutes a $10
charge in return for an all-youcan-drink policy at the 5 different
refueling bars, which stack the
domestics and regulars of beers,
wines and liquors. On another note,
one of the regulars of Fuel says “I
love the cage in the middle of the
Dance floor”, it adds a different
exotic atmosphere to the club.

Diversions Editor
The Mai Tai Bar is a familiar hot
spot to any 21 year old (or older)
Riddle student. The beachside bar has
a tropical feel to it and offers happy
hour pricing until one in the morning.
The friendly bartenders will be more
than happy to pour you a $4 pitcher
of Bud Light or their famous frozen
Mai Tai. One of my favorite things

about Mai Tai is that they add orchids
to the rim of their specialty drinks.
The flower adds a personal touch and
is edible if you dare to try it.
If a live local band is not playing then the overhead sound
system will add to your experience
while people dancing and enjoying
the atmosphere. The Mai Tai Bar
offers an indoor seating area where
you can get comfortable in a cozy
chair with your friends or enjoy an
outdoor seat overlooking the band-

shell and the beach. The clientele
are mixed between college students
and tourists. It has been my experience that both are friendly and are
just out looking for a good time and a
place to relax. A Friday or Saturday
evening is the ideal time to experience this bar. It is open all week
long and has a steady number of
customers flowing in and out. The
Mai Tai Bar is located at the back
of the Ocean Walk Village behind
Bubba Gumpʼs.

Finnegan’s is a taste of Daytona
Ashley Moore
Diversion Editor
The Daytona Beach locals
are uniquely laid back, and on
Tuesday evening that was just
what we were looking for. We
wanted to relax in a bar and not
worry about what we were wearing
or who we were going to run into.
We drove around for a while till we
found a small bar on Ridgewood in
South Daytona named Finneganʼs.
After seeing the street sign that
read “Harryoke,” I knew we could
not pass up an opportunity to experience some of Daytonaʼs finest.
Finneganʼs was a small bar with
maybe a dozen parking spots,

half of which read, “motorcycle over us, but everyone was very
parking only.” Once inside the friendly and inviting. It is true that
bar we found a couple of pool no more than one of them could
tables and two bars, but only one hold a tune, but they all got up
bar was open due to the small on stage and sang their hearts out
crowd. Towards
at least once
the back of the
throughout the
building
was
night. What I
It was nice to see
a stage where
enjoyed most
the “Harryoke”
about
the
everyone so kind
took place.
bar was that
and encouraging of
There were
no matter
about 15 other
how
horone
another.
people in the
rible the per-ASHLEY MOORE
bar,
all
of
son
singing
whom portrayed
Karaoke was,
the
southern
everyone was
friendliness stereotype.
supportive and clapped at the end.
Iʼm sure my boyfriend and I It was nice to see everyone so kind
had Embry-Riddle written all and encouraging of one another.

“

”

The bar was about to close
at about two in the morning
when a nice gentleman sang a
song for my boyfriend and I.
He wanted us to make use of the
dance floor that nobody had used all
night. He sang beautifully and made
us feel like we were in eigth grade
all over again.
No the bar wasnʼt packed with
tons of people, but it was fun. We
left the bar with more of an appriciation for the small town atmosphere we have in Daytona.
I would encourage anyone to
vist Finneganʼs and get a real
feel for Daytona. Hey, whatʼs the
worst that could happen?
For
more
information
call (386) 767-3824.

The rebirth of a timeless tradition
Phoenix teams
up with The
Avion to get
the job done
Darrin OʼBrady
Phoenix Managing Editor
After being on hold for a
year, the Phoenix Yearbook has
risen from the ashes. With new
leadership, a fresh new staff and
a new publishing company, the
Phoenix staff is striving to make this
yearʼs book a bigger success than
recent years.

Shyamal
Addanki,
former expense,” said Addanki. With the
Editor-in-Chief of the Avion consent of the SGA, the Phoenix
Newspaper, took on the task of was now official, and needed only
re-establishing
the
Phoenix to get together with Taylor.
over the summer. He received a
The Phoenix is now part of Taylor
promising offer
P u b l i s h i n g ʼs
from
Taylor
M i l e s t o n e
Publishing, but
r o g r a m .
I joined ... because pThis
had to present
program
I wanted our
the idea to the
is used to help
SGA.
build
back
school to have a
“The
SGA
up
yearbooks
yearbook again.
was willing to
that have had
- CHRISTOPHER COLE
resurrect
the
p r o b l e m s
Phoenix, the key
in
the
past,
point I wanted to
or are currently
get across was that Taylor will be struggling. With Taylor Publishing
funding the project and our end of handling the business side of the
the deal was primarily providing yearbook, this puts less stress
quality content, with minimal on the staff, allowing them to

“

”

concentrate on the content going
into the book.
There is no actual Phoenix
Yearbook office. The Phoenix
shares part of the Avion office and
saves money by using the same
computers. Many of the Avionʼs
staff are also Phoenix staff.
“Besides The Avion, I also joined
the Phoenix because I wanted our
school to have a yearbook again. I
enjoy taking lots of pictures for the
yearbook,” said Avion Production
Editor Christopher Cole.
If you want to join the
yearbook, or have any questions or
submissions,
the
Phoenix
encourages you to stop by the
Avion office on the first floor of
the student center, room 110.

Join the Phoenix Yearbook
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For information
email phoenix.yearbook@gmail.com
or call (386) 226-6049
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Salty air, steaks and fun Stonewood for grilling
Ryan Jones
Science & Technology Editor
Salty air and friendly service in a
small community south of Daytona,
Inlet Harbor Marina and Restaurant
offers waterfront ambiance and
savory flavors ranging from seafood
to steak and everything in between.
Relax on the restaurantʼs outdoor
deck while enjoying the cool, coastal
breeze as the sun dips below the
horizon; this is the best way to enjoy
dining in Florida with views of birds
nesting on the riverfront and boats
sailing to dock in the harbor.
Indoors, the atmosphere is far more
original and entertaining than a night

at any run-of-the-mill Applebees type
establishment. Locally produced,
Caribbean-theme art decorates
everywhere the eye can see, giving
the restaurant a tropical island feel.
The mood is much more laid back
than the traditional Daytona Beach
tourist scene.
Start with appetizers of Voodoo
Shrimp and Florida Fresh Gator Tail
before enjoying an entrée such as
Crispy Island Grouper or JamaicaMon Chicken Breasts. Wash it all
down with a cool margarita or one of
the many frozen specialty drinks.
Not cheap, the prices still seem
pretty reasonable as the food is of
such high quality. Get there before
6 p.m. to enjoy the sunset specials

which will save you about 30 percent
off the regular entrée price. They
frequently have live musicians on
weekends, which encourages you to
make it an entire evening down in
Ponce Inlet. This is a great place to
take a date; as the evening can end
looking up at the stars in the clear sky
away from the lights of the city.
Located behind the famous 19th
century lighthouse in Ponce Inlet, 20
minutes south of Daytona Beach on
A1A, it’s a welcome drive from campus, but not something to do when
you and your friends are really hungry. This is a high-quality restaurant
that you’ll want to save for when you
want to have a special evening enjoying all Ponce Inlet has to offer.

Connect Cafe is all laughs
Jacob Ottosson
Sports Editor

Are you tired of sweating on a
crowded dance-floor every weekend? At Connect Café, they offer
a different type of weekend entertainment.
On the third Friday of every
month, comedy group Second
Base takes the stage. The evening
of improvisational comedy kicks
off at 8 p.m., but seating is limited
and is on a first-come, first-served
basis. Second Base has the longest-

running comedy show in Volusia
County. They explore situations
that are funny and too weird to have
been planned beforehand.
What makes this show so much
fun for all ages is that they encourage audience participation; if there
is something on your mind, they
want you to yell it out loud. “It was
a lot of fun,” said spectator Johanna
Wasmuth, “two hours of laughter.”
The Connect Café is located at
1500 Beville Rd. in the Shoppes
at Beville. It is not a franchise, and
the owners, Ron and Diane Griffin,
have opted for a unique look. The

food is home made, and the coffee
is ground in front of the customer.
There are other types of entertainment at the Connect Café too. Local
musical groups frequently perform.
There is something going on at the
Connect Café every Friday night
and most Saturday nights. A couple
of times each month, they have an
open mike night for anyone who
wants to display his/her talents.
Another popular activity at the café
is poetry reading night.
The shows are free, but those
who enjoy the show are encouraged
to leave some tips.

Ashley Moore
Diversions Editor
Grilled steaks, fresh seafood,
and great times! This is what the
Ormond Beach restaurant advertises.
The slogan hits the nail right
on the head when describing
Stonewood Grill and Tavern. Itʼs an
upscale restaurant that is known for
fresh food and pleasant service.
This well known restaurant may
have a bit of a wait. Have a drink
while youʼre waiting for your table
and lighten the mood of the evening.
In the most recent trip to
Stonewood Grill, I started the
dinner portion of the evening
with the baked brie. The brie was
topped with roasted red peppers
and acccompanied by fresh baked
baguette and seedless grapes. The
baked brie was baked to perfection
and took the bite off of our hunger.
For the main course I had the
fresh salmon with garlic mashed
potatoes. Although the salmon
was fresh and delicious the garlic mashed potatoes were a little
cold and kind of sticky. Perhaps I
would have been better off with the
grilled vegetable medley.
I ended my meal with a warm
cappuchino that topped off the
evening. As always the food was
excellent and the service delightful.
Perhaps if seafood and steaks
arenʼt your cup of tea you would

Ruby Tuesday: A familiar restaurant
Sam Lawrence
Staff Reporter
I have to admit, living in Daytona
Beach is fun. We have beaches,
bars, clubs, malls, little stores
and weʼre close to major cities
like Orlando, Jacksonville, Miami
and Clearwater.
We should have plans for every
weekend at least three days in
advance. Partying and having a
good time should be second nature
to us. Unfortunately, itʼs also easy
to get burnt out here, and quickly.
If you find yourself in the “I
am tired of Razzles and Cancun
Lagoon” mode, I have a suggestion

that just may make your evening.
specials. To our surprise we found
Everyone has eaten at Ruby some of the volleyball players
Tuesday. Theyʼre known for their at the bar. Nate Rhoades, ERAU
grilled
menu
basketballʼs stuitems, as well
dent manager,
as their salads, a
was
working
... a plate of
personal favorite
behind the bar,
of mine. But
and PJ Ortiz,
cheese fries and a
Rubyʼs isnʼt just
our
upstairs
cold beer to hit the
a great place for
neighbor, was
dinner it can also
waitering.
spot.
provide a new
Nate
was
- SAM LAWRENCE
location for your
exceptionally
Friday
night
efficient, not to
hangout.
mention a friendThis weekend a few friends ly face. PJ also did a great job; his
and I went to Ruby Tuesday on customers were happy and satisfied
A1A to take advantage of the all- with his service.
day-every-day two-for-one drink
We sat down at the bar, ordered

“

”

ourselves some drinks and a
plate of cheese fries and just
relaxed. It was a great change
of pace; we had fun, drank (the
two-for-ones are a great deal)
and got to laugh and chill with
friends all in a very relaxed but
social atmosphere. And we all
know that thereʼs nothing quite
like a plate of cheese fries and a
cold beer to hit the spot.
The next time you are stuck
on where to spend your evening,
I highly recommend Rubyʼs
on A1A just south of Granada
Boulevard on the west side
of the street. I know Nate and
PJ would appreciate the visit. For
more information call 677-2345.

Advertisement

enjoy one of the salads they have
to offer. The Sante Fe Chicken
Salad is excellent. The salad consists of mixed greens topped with
southwest spiced chicken breast as
well as pico de gallo, fresh corn,
black bean salsa, and crispy tortilla
straws.
Although the salmon was
wonderful the Sante Fe Chicken

Salad is still my favorite entree
at Stonewood. If you donʼt
have the opportunity to make it
up to Ormond there is another
Stonewood in Port Orange off of
Dunlawton. This location does not
have the pizazz the Ormond location possesses, but the food is just
as good. For more information call
(386) 677-1167.

Ashley’s Assertion

So here we are. Students from all wrong with hanging out with the
over the world interested in aviation “locals.” Daytona Beach may not
and aerospace all located in a small be the classiest place on Earth but
city that hosts big events every once it is full of southern hospitality
in a while.
and friendly faces.
Letʼs be real, Daytona Beach is
It is time that we Riddle students
a small town that often leaves us made our way out of the judgmencollege students with little or noth- tal box we live in and assimilate
ing to do outside of homework. Not to the southern culture. Who cares
that writing papers and engineering if a bar does not live up to your
homework canʼt be viewed as a good “snobby expectations,” it could end
time itʼs just that sometimes students up living up to your “enjoyment
need a way to blow off some steam expectations” instead.
after a long week.
Sometimes you have to force
So how do we typically go about yourself to get in there and get
blowing off steam? Well some of your hands dirty. Hereʼs one way
us choose to visit the same bars and to look at it: you donʼt have to get
clubs week after week while some all dressed up and worry about your
of us go to Orlando and surround- shoes matching your purse. Most
ing cities for night life
of the locals donʼt know
and entertainment.
who Louis Vuitton is, nor
But what should we do
do they care. So, fashion
if we donʼt want to drive
should not even be an
an hour to have a good
issue before going out.
time and we donʼt want to
Hereʼs another up side
be so repetitious in weekto visiting the local bars:
end events? Well I proThe beer is cheap. These
pose two options. The first
small vendors often arenʼt
option and probably the
as greedy as some of the
least creative is to become
more commercialized bars
Ashley Moore
a novelist.
and clubs in the area. So by
Stay home and fill your
visiting these smaller bars
Diversions
time with writing trashy
youʼll actually be saving
Editor
romance novels in hopes
money. By the way, you
of one day becoming the
might not want to mention
number one romance
that to mom and dad. They
novelist in the nation. This might may not see the bright side of saving
not be your cup of tea so here is them money by going to smaller bars
the other option: become a bar/club vs. larger bars. Lastly, if you are in a
connoisseur. Make it your mission small bar that only a few people are
to visit as many bars and clubs in at, you can turn it into a party.
central Florida as possible over
Think of it as renting out the
the next four years. So where bar and inviting a couple hundred
should you start?
of your closest friends. Iʼm sure
Well, right here in Daytona. some of the bar owners wouldnʼt
In Daytona there are tons of bars mind the extra business or the
that most of us wouldnʼt consider decorations you put up. All right,
visiting because they are where Riddle, go out, visit some new
the “locals” hang out. Let me tell bars and report back on what you
you this people, there is nothing thought about them.
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Hunt: Florida Skyfest going ‘back to what always worked’

have raised concerns over the $15
admission fee. They point out that
Managing Editor
the Wings & Waves air shows of
2001 and 2003 were free.
The aerial photograph of the
“The Wings & Waves were a gift
Embry-Riddle campus and Daytona to the community,” Public Relations
Beach International Airport covered Director Jim Hampton said. “Embrymost of her desk. Post-it notes cov- Riddle absorbed all the costs …
ered a good portion of it, pointing out Thatʼs not something you can sustain
where the kids could play, where cars from year to year.”
could park and where the planes are
Hunt points out that the $15 is an
going to be parked.
all-inclusive, special Embry-Riddle
Joni Hunt grinned as she looked ticket, covering admission, parking
it over. “It definitely has an Embry- and the static display. She stresses
Riddle flair to it,” she said.
that the event is not being run for
Hunt, who is the Director of profit and that the ticket sales are to
University Air Show Events, is talk- cover the costs of the show; should
ing about the 2005 incarnation of any profits be made, Hunt said that
Florida SkyFest,
money will go
a two-day aviadirectly to stution event that
dents.
It definitely
will take place
Hunt
says
on the airportʼs
the tickets will
has an
grounds
the
be
available
Embry-Riddle
weekend of Oct.
starting Oct. 3
29 and 30 and
in the Cashierʼs
flair to it.
will be presented
Office, where
- JONI HUNT
by ERAU as part
any
member
of Homecoming
of the Embryweekend.
Riddle commu“We definitely have the best nity can present their Eagle Card and
civilian air performers,” Hunt said, buy up to four tickets at the special
listing a veritable whoʼs-who of air rate. She also mentioned that the
show personalities, including Patty University will need approximately
Wagstaff, Mike Mancuso, Matt 200 volunteers for each day, saying it
Chapman and the Misty Blues sky- would be an excellent opportunity for
divers.
clubs to earn money for their organi“Weʼre going back to what always zations as well as get free entry into
worked,” she said, referring to the the show.
“heyday” of Daytonaʼs air shows
The show will open with a flyby
from 1984 to
of four Embry1997.
EmbryRiddle aircraft,
Riddle was a
and will also
We’re going
sponsor of those
feature wingshows.
walkers,
a
back to what
Besides
the
heritage flight,
always
aerial
portion
formation flyof the show,
ing, a jet-power
worked.
SkyFest
2005
semi and a
- JONI HUNT
will also feature
mock bombing
static displays
run by an A-10
on runway 16/34
Thunderbolt,
and the high-speed taxiway, includ- complete with pyrotechnics.
ing a KC-135 and a C-130 as well as
“Itʼs going to have a nice ERAU
several fighters, including the F-15, twist to it,” Hunt said. Two ERAU
F-16 and F/A-18 (several of which alumni will be flying in the show,
may fly during the show). Also, an Lee Lauderback in the P-51 and Eric
“aircraft corral” will feature a static Beard in the Yak 54, and several
display of the showʼs aircraft as well air show teams have Embry-Riddle
as a meet-and-greet with the perform- alumni on them.
ers themselves. It will be located near
“Itʼs a homecoming in more ways
the air showʼs temporary ATC tower than one,” Hunt said. “It will be a real
overlooking runway 7L25R, where crowd-pleaser.”
the actual show will be flown.
For more information, visit
Several students, as well as the the official SkyFest website at
Student Government Association, www.FloridaSkyFest.com.
Jonathan Mettin

“
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“

”

SHYAMAL ADDANKI/AVION

GENE SOUCY AND TERESA Stokes fly their famous Showcat biplane. That is, Teresa walks all over the plane while Gene flies an aerobatic
routine. The above picture was shot at the last Wings & Waves show, which featured coast guard ships as well.
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